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Nationalist China Replaced
By Peking Government In UN

E
"1r

Conservation
Award Won By
Local Woman

Action Termed
'Total Betrayal'

Taiwan Expelled, Peking
Admitted To World Body

NASHVILLE, Tenn. (UPI) —
The Nashville Banner termed as
a "total betrayal" today the deon the electric tally board in
By BRUCE W. MUNN
cision of the U. N. General Asthe General Assembly Hall. He
)—A
NATIONS
(UPI
UNITED
to seat Communist
called it a "moment of
Mrs. Morgan (Jane) Sisk of sembly
Nations
United
and expel the Chinese tension-packed
ooinfamy."
Route 5, Murray, has been named China
voted with dramatic suddenness
Moments before the vote,
.
Conservation Educator of the Nationalists.
Monday night to admit Commumonstrous
so
"'.
5
Nationalist Chihese Foreign
Year in Kentucky by.2.1-14:,..the
expel
and 5i consequences nist China and
.- P
41•1• "
Minister Chow Shu-kai in a
of Kentucky Sportsmen and the in concept
'A
"
N4+
4
7 24
16.
as to be noted by Nationalist Chinese. It was a face-saving gesture dramatical/
Mir lj
Kentucky Wildlife Federation foreseeable
to
face
the
in
slap
diplomatic
friends of honor and justice as
ly announced that his country
Scheel was located on Mayfield Highway 121 on whet is now Ile
THE STUDENT BODY of the Hardin Grade Scheel in the year
Foundation, according to an
a total betrayal," the Banner the United States, which had was quitting the United NaJ. C.Kemp farm,about two miles from Murray. The school was
1922 is pictured by the frame school building. The teacher was
announcement made in Franksaid in a front page editorial. fought for 21 years to prevent tions. He said the body
consolidated into the Kirksey School district.
the late Miss Rovine Wilson who later married Louis Nanny, and
fort today.
Commenting on the conduct of the move.
had helped
The
fifth
left.
row,
the
Hardin
from
she is pictured on the top
George Nationalist China
the delegates, the Banner said' U.S. Ambassador
bechme "a
had
1545
in
found
"Representatives there of the Bush sat, dejected as the circus."
vote,
35
to
76
overwhelming
the
nation thus stabbed in
back
His dignified speech and his
retired from the scene in dig- with 17 abstentions, was flashed dignified exit—he and his
nity — mature and sober and
delegation quietly walked single
upright even in their humiliation
file out of the General
—while taunting elements revelAssembly—brought a sponling in an orgy of power lust
taneous ovation from the other
By Kay Moore
Emberton said tax relief and solidating of various state
in
danced
the
aisles; a
sated
delegations.
LOUISVILLE, (UPI)—Two better job opportunities for agencies of state government
di.sgrace to mark as, symbolic
When the final vote was
Kentucky gubernatorial can- Kentuckians were the key would save between 920 million
of the moral degradation and
announced, the normally staid
$35
Ford
and
lam
million.
also
the_Governor's
in
issues
third
so
license.
personified,"
political
Mates and the son of a
body erupted -into the closest pledged to remove the sales tax.
Mn.Leon Jones brings in some were questioned by a panel of race. He said he feels a series
The Banner said the United
to pandemonium it has
thing
Nasturtiums that grew 'to four newsmen on a variety of issues on public forums held throughout Meanwhile, Chandler repeated
States must no longer provide
seen since - Soviet Premier
feet in heighth. Says she just a television • and radio station the state during his campaign his father's promin to institute a
the principal support of the
Continued on Page Six
Methodist
give him a clear perspective of lottery for Kentucky isimilar to
planted them in real sandy soil program here Monday night,
U. N., which it said is a "tower The Kirksey United
house at
one which is used in New Jersey
Appearing on the interview what Kentuckians want done.
and they grew to that heighth.
of Babel, Which clearly has be- Church will hold open
Some of the leaves were four were Democratic nominee Chandler, however, said to bring additional funds for the
come the forum of our ene- their new parsonage Sunday,
October 31 from two to four p.m.
state.
no
with
Governor
Ford,
a
Republican
choosing
Wendell
inches and more across.
mies."
Jr
Nasturtiums normally grow nominee Tom Emberton and Dan strings attached to political When asked what measures his
It said the United Nations or. At four p.m. H.E. Finger,
about so high but these plumb Chandler, son of Former Gov. ntors is the only way Ken- father would use for funds during
ganization has "never been unit. resident bishop of Nashville,
Mn. Morgan Sisk
"solid the same two years likely to be
A.B. "Happy" Chandler, an uckians can have
outdid themselves.
ed despite its name. There Tenn., will eonduct consecration
The
Kentucky
Highway
independent candidate running ependable independent required for the constitutional Mrs. Sisk is a biology teacher never has been any possibility services for the new parsonage.
Department has completed the
Berry to hear of the death of on the Commonwealth Party overrunent". He added that his ban against a lottery in Kentucky at Calloway County High School. it could be, and there certainly Also participating in the
ather's candidacy was hurting to be lifted, the younger Chandler The announcement also named is no hope now it ever will be.' ceremonies will be Dr. Wayne hard surfacing of the road from
Mi.Lawrence,former publisher ticket.
of Hamlin off State Highway 444
Continued on Page Six
of the Cadiz Record over at Chandler explained that his the chances of both Ford and
nine other Kentuckians who were In conclusion, the editorial Lamb,District Superentendent
northeast to the Chandler State
Paris, Tenn.
Cadiz. We visited in her shop father had served as parade Emberton.
named winners of the Governor's stated:
on Kentucky lake.
Park
the
of
pastor
Jones,
John
Rev.
to
man
each
asked
County
panel
Floyd
a
for
The
marshal
bell
several tunes and always were
Conservation Achievement "Ask not for whom the
of the area have
Residents
is
largercrowd
a
said
church,
celebration
for
detail his party's platform
river, of the fine job that the Veterans Day
tolls, in last night's moment
Awards.
expected and extended an in- expressed their appreciation for
Record did for the people of Trigg Monday and could not be present raising revenue for Kentucky.
Governor Louie B. Nunn will infany.
to come to the hard surfacing of the road
for the broadcast.
Emberton reiterated his promise
County.
present the awards to the "It tolls ultimately for th vitation to everyone
and attend which is a mail route. Residents
parsonage
new
the
see
The fourth candidate, William to assess a tax on coal, oil and
recipients at 8 p.m., Friday, whole cockeyed, Communist-tin
The of the area served by the road are
services.
consecration
the
party,
natural gas in Kentucky to offset
Fellow says happiness is a set E. Smith of the American
November 5, during the seventh perilled world."
brick veneer structure has just mostly retired persons and others
df 200 pound barbells and a fork had been invited to appear on the the loss of revenue for lifting the 5
annual Governor's Achievrnent
been completed and the pastor's having cottages on the lake.
program but refused. Before the per cent sales tax on groceries,
lift.
Awards program at the Colonel
moved in early this The road starts at
family
Hamlin
moderator,
which Emberton also has
questioning began,
SanderCInn, Louisville.
month.
extending
through
Kirby
the
are:
winners
will
ott4r
Somebody said that a miser is Bob Kay aired a tape recording proposed.
The
buses
School
Murray City
Billy Snlith, chairman of the Jennings Trail to the Chandler
Conservationist of the Year—
not much fun to live with, but he by Smith, who said he was Ford stuck to his original
in their scheduled runs to the
building committee, expressed Park on Kentucky Lake.
boycotting the appearance pledge of taxing only the coal
sure makes a good ancestor.
Murray High School on Arthur Curtis, West.Paducah.
his appreciation to other membecause of "excessive campaign industry, saying the con- esday, November 2, according , Wildlife Conservationist—
bers of the committee which
Time for that thought again by expenditures" of his major party
Jalckson, director of Kinsey Plummer, RR 1, The Clothing Bank, sponsored
includes Hugh Johnson, Herschel
Demossville.
Louis Kaufman Anspacher which opponents.
by St. John's Episcopal Church Pace, Lubie Parrish, Baron
goes: "Marriage is that relation Ford reiterated his position
"The bus routes are set up to Forest Conservationist—Bill in conjunction with the First
Palmer and Rev. Jones. Smith
immost
the
is
credibility
that
Prestonsburg.
in
students
woman
Pettrey,
between man and
transport high school
Presbyterian Church, announces said he was well pleased with the
which the independence is equal, portant issue in the current
living east of 12th Street in the Soil Conservationist—R. E. new hours-8:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
new parsonage and felt this wa.1
the dependence mutual and the campaign, saying that "lack of
school zone," Jackson said. -The King, Rt. 1, Webster.
Monday through Friday.
a notable addition to the church.
has
government
in
R.
confidence
Conservationist—A.
Water
bus
first
reciprocal".
obligation
buses will stop at their
Clothes donated by individuals History of the Kirksey United
eroded the very foundation of
stop at 7:20 a.m. and will arrive Mimes, Hartford
organizations are sized a
and
High School Conservationist— hanging and are free to those in Methodist Church dates back
The car with husband and wife our political operation" He in- Gene McCutcheon has been at the school at 7:50 a.m."„
actual record
arrived at the main highway. dicated his qualifications were promoted to the position of news The buses will be parked at the Sherman Roger Swanson, 643 need of clothing. These are prior to 1850. First
Seventeen Calloway County
at which
1852
10,
July
dated
is
state
in
experience
of
years
his
The husband prepared to make a
High School students will be
editor and production manager of high school loading area at 2:30 North 24th St., Paducah.
ComDouglas
the
at
available
was
the
to
land
the
deeded
time
spent
left turn onto the highway. "Look government, the last four
among 350 students from 75 high
the Ledger and Times, according p.m. when school is dismissed College Conservationist—Jesse munity Gymnasium, N. 2nd, and
Reed. The land
your way," he ordered. "Any as Kentucky's Lieutenant to James C. Williams, editor and and will leave the school at 2:40 Ray Shelton, RR 1, Crab Or- for those without transportation, church from Z.P.
in four states to parschools
had a log house on it that was
Governor.
cars coming?"
publisher of the daily newspaper. p.m. to transport the students to chard.
delivery will be furnished by used for the church until the late ticipate in the 24th annual QuadCommicator—
Conservation
"No."
State Choral Festival Nov. I at
McCutcheon joined the Ledger their homes.
calling 753-6188 or 753-7853.
1860's when a two story frame
He started to make his turn
Murray State University.
and Times in September of 1968 The bus stops for the three high William E. Scaggs, Hall Ridge The Clothing Bank accepts
structure was built on the
Rd., Ashland.
when she added: "Only a truck."
as circulation manager and in school buses are as follows
clothing for men, women, original site. Masonic records They are:
Conservation Organization— children, and babies; household
BUS NO. 2
Calloway County High School:
November of that year was made
indicate the upper floor of the
Continued on Page Six
Ky. Long Rifles, Morehead.
Frederick Myers, driver
sports editor. He became news
articles; and fabrics which are structure was used by Kings Janet Riley, Sherry Bucy, Evie
Thomas Baker, music in- editor in March of 1969. Mc- First stop, Payne Street (wells The awards were announced by distributed to those needing such Masonic Lodge 46 beginning in Erwin, Karen Crick, Amanda
Amateur Radio Club To structor
Hoke, Gary Potts, Dwight
at Murray State Cutcheon handles regular news Electric); second stop, 1001 Clyde W. Hubbard, chairman of items.
between 12th and 10th; the Awards Obnunittee of the Contributions may be left at the 1871.
Holden, and Paul Townsend.
Meet Here On Wednesday University, will present a piano s sports and also supplies Payne,
The. original site was at Little
recital featuring the works of any of the photographs third stop, 802 Sharpe, between LKS and KWFF, 2216 Talbott Douglas Gymnasium, N. 2nd St.; Rock, one mile south of Kirksey Mrs. Lucinda Darnall is their
10th and 8th, fourth stop, Payne Ave., Louisville. The judging St. John's Episcopal Church, 1620
conductor.
The Murray State University Bach, Mozart, Prokofiev and • blished in the newspaper.
on what is now Ky. Highway 299.
(last house before 7th) between committee included the Board of Main; or the First Presbyterian
Murray High School: Wanda
Amateur Radio Club will meet Schumann Thursday, Oct. 28, at
the
of
In 1901 the membership
Beale and 7th; fifth stop, Pine St. Directors of the League and the Church, 1601 Main.
Wednesday, October 27, at 7:30 the Richard Farrell Recital Hall
Susan Hainsworth
McNabb,
church moved the location to the
Foundation.
p.m. at the Ham Shack.
Continued on Page Six
in the Price Doyle Fine Arts
If anyone wishes to donate present site in Kirksey and Becky Hogancamp, Jenifer
This will be an informal get Center on the campus.
their time and-or the above ar- erected a new building. The Taylor, Sara Cooper, Chuck
together called an "eye-ball Scheduled at 8 p.m., the recital
Shies and for pick-up of your building was used until 1928 when Hussung, John Gardner, David
QSO". The program will be is open to the public without
contributions, please call the building started on the present Bowker, and John McKee. Mrs.
projections for the future.
admission charge.
above telephone numbers, a structure and was completed in- Joan Bowker is their conductor.
Robert K. Baar, an associate
For his Murray debut Baker
spokesman said.
Much of the original
1929.
professor of music at Murray
has selected three preludes and
material of the church built in
State, will conduct the choir.
fugues from J. S. Bach's Well
1901 was used in the present
FREE KITTENS
Following rehearsals all day, a
Tempered Clavier, Book II;
of
full
in
are
The Murray Chamber
and county. The slides
Three gray and white and one building.
Mozart's late Sonata in F Major,
Commerce Board of Directors color. A new Honeywell Slide black and white kitten, six weeks An educational building was concert will be presented in the
weather K 533-494; Prokofiev's exuberant
Kentucky
The
met in regular session Monday Projector has been bought. Dr. old, will be given away by the added to the rear of the church in Student Union Building ballroom
Schumann's
and
Sonata;
Third
forecast:
night with a full agenda of Frank Fitch of the Audio-Visual owner. Interested persons should 1958 and the church was bricked at 7 p.m. Accompanied by the
State
orchestra,
Murray
Sunny this afternoon and sunny Carnaval, a brillant kaleidoscope
business. Chamber President E. Communications Department of call 435-4782.
in 1959.
augmented by professional
east and central Wednesday. of musical vignettes considered
Murray State was consulted on
J. Haverstock presided.
musicians from the area, the
Fair over the state tonight. to be one of the glories of the
The Executive Secretary, preparation of the presentation.
choir will sing "Requiem" by
Partly cloudy west Wednesday. Romantic repertoire.
James L. Johnson, reported that The first presentation was
Faure.
Warmer this afternoon and Baker, who joined the faculty
negotiations had been completed scheduled for 1:00 p.m. Monday
Soloists will be Elisabeth
this
holds
fall,
State
Murray
at
7Ds
but
mid
prospect,
the
in
highs
industrial
Company
Wednesday,
to an
Lilly
with the Eli
Newnam, soprano, and Jeffery
to low 80s. Cool tonight with lows degrees in music theory and in
extending the Chambers option press of time forced a delay until
Foote, baritone, both members of
piano from Yale University and
in the 50s.
on 188 acres of industrial the prospects next visit to
Gene McCutcheon
the music faculty at Murray
taught previously at the
property through December 13, Murray.
State.
University of Illinois School of Born in Paris, Tennessee, 1973, with an option for renewal E. J. Haverstock reported that
EXTENDED OUTIDOK
Sponsored jointly by the Music
McCutcheon graduated from E. at that time. The Chambers he felt that the President's Inextended Music.
Kentucky
The
Department at Murray State and
W. Grove High School and option was due to expire dustrial Advisory Council Conweather outlook Thursday
the First District Kentucky
majored in mathematics and December 13, 1971.
FREE KITTENS
ference recently held at MSU was
through Saturday:
Music Educators Association, the
Partly cloudy with no im- One male and two female physical education at the The Board discussed the new extremely beneficial. Murray
festival is the second of three to
portant temperature changes kittens, about 2 months old, will University of Tennessee at visual presentation that is being industry had four representatives
be held on the campus this year.
through Saturday. Chance of be given away to persons in- Martin.
industrial present for the meeting which
for
prepared
The public is invited to the
School
the
showers Friday. Lows in the low terested in having them for pets. He is the son of Mr. and Mrs. prospects.
under
conducted
was
slides
Ninety-one
OPEN HOUSE WILL BE held at the newly finished Kirksey concert, for which !here is no
and mid 50s. Highs upper 60s toiThe owner can be reached at 753- D.E. McCutcheon of Paris and is have been prepared showing of Business direction.
United Methodist Church parsonage this Sunday.
charge.
16812.
Continued on Page Six
mid 70s.
Continued on Page Six
almost every aspect of the city
\
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Murray

Three of Four Major Candidates
Answer Questions Of TV Panel

Open House
Planned At
Parsonage

Hamlin Road
Hard Surfaced

OUNT
RUTH
BARE

/NT
E GUM

High School
Bus Routes
Announced

pupWaillipeersoF.
McCutcheon Is to
Named To New
Staff Position

New Hours Given
For Clothing Bank
At Douglas Gym

Seventeen
Countians .
In Chorus

Baker To Present
Recital Thursday

k

MOM,

The Weather

Option On Lilly Property
Extended By Local C of C

Glaucoma Screening Clinics To Be Held Wednesday and Thursday at Robertson School

40.
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THE LEDGER & TIMES

By United Press International
Today is Tuesday, Oct. 26,
the 299th day of 1971.
The moon is between its new
phase and first quarter.
The morning star is Saturn.
The evening stars are Mercury, Venus, Mars and Jupiter.
Those born on this day are
under the sign of Scorpio.
American gospel singer Mahalls Jackson was born Oct. 26,
1912.
On this day in history:
In 1825 America's first manmade water ray, the Erie
Canal, was opened for traffic
between Buffalo and Albany,
N.Y.
In 1920 Terence MacSwiney,
lord mayor of Cork, died after
fasting 75 days in a prison cell,
demanding independence for
Ireland,
In 1942 the Japanese sank the
Amfrican aircraft carrier
"Hornet" off the Solomon
Islands in the Pacific Theater
of World War II.
In 1966 President Lyndon
Johnson, after a conference in
Manila, paid a surprise visit to
troops in Vietnam.

PUBLISHED BY THE LEDGER & TIMES PUBLISHING COMPANY, Inc., 103 N 4th St , Murray, Kentucky 42071, Phone 753 1916.
JAMEC WILLIAMS,PUBLISHER
We reserve the right tOrelect any Advertising, Letters to the Editor,
or Public Voice items which, in our opinion, are not for the best interest
of our readers
,
NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES WALLACE WITMER CO., 1509
Timii& Life Bldg , New York, N.Y
Madison Ave , Memphis, Tenn
Stephenson Bldg , Detroit, Mich.
Entered daily at the Post Office, Murray. Kentucky, for transmission
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iother destinations within 150 miles of Murray, $15.00; more than 150
miles from Murray,
; $18.00,
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is the Integrity of its Newspaper
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Ten Years Ago Today
LEDGER

TIMES FILE

The Murray-Calloway County Airport, Kyle Field, will be
dedicated October 28. Gov. Bert Combs will make the principal
addikss.
Mrs. Mae Valentine, age 70, died October 24 at the home of
her daughter, Mrs. Clayborne McCuiston, Murray Route Five,
Dr. A.D. Butterworth has been chosen to serve as a member of
the Selective Service Board No. 10.
Bill Ed Hendon,Billy Smith,and Dan Shipley were reelected as
officers of the Calloway County Vocational Agriculture Advisory
Council.

LEDGER Is TIKES FILE 4I
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Bible Thoughtfor Today
Whosoever drinketh of the water that I shall give him shall
never thirst.John 4:14.
True and eternal satisfaction for the deepest human longings is
found only in the true and eternal God.

sr Isn't It The Truth!
by Carl Riblet Jr.
It is whispered in certain circles that Martha
Mitchell has changed her mind, that she no longer
entertains a feeling of contempt for Sen. Fulbright.
In fact, say her friends, she has no feeling for him at
all.
"The foolish and the dead
alone never change their minds."
-James Russell Lowell

Right Disinfectant A 'Must'
When Doing The Family Wash

-n-t2ou61-4

LATEST MONARCH
Haile Selassie is the 226th
monarch to sit upon the world's
oldest throne, that of Ethiopia.

WIT-HI-11m I'

SOCIAL SECURITY ABORTION:
If you're over 40 you can never-qualify
far top benefit regardless of your inp-utt

Brain Dordevy.

Somewhere you know of a man
in his early 30's with 'the same
responsibilities you have but with
less earning power. The fact that
he is young means he hasn't
generated much "input" to the
Social Security fund.. and the

month MORE from Social the amount of earning taxed
Security than your family. under Social Security regulations
has increased. In 1951, only the
Here's how it works.
No matter how much your "40 first $3,600 was subject to Social
plus" prospect has been earning Security. Gradually this amount
since 1951, he still can't come increased to $7,800 in 1968. (Next
close to qualifying for maximum year it will go up to $9,000).
Social Security benefits. Yet, a The 30 year old starts counting
man age 30, who has earned only his earnings from 1962 (the year
$650 a month($7,800 a year) since he became 22). That's 9 working
January, 1968 qualifies for the years, but he can "drop out" all
years prior to 1968. Anyone older
maximum.
Security Act
The reason? Social Security than 30 must include one or more
benefits are based on Average of the years in which the
Occurs in 1971
Monthly earnings(AME). Only maximum covered earnings was
earnings on which
Social less than $7,800. For instance, a
Security
taxes
have
been
paid 42 year old wotikl Mitomatically
Widow
can
be
counted
in
computing
the have to include 1956, 1957 and 1958
Age 62
1 Child
AME.
Further, any covered earnings.
$227.60 earnings before the year in which Even if he made $20,000 a year
$413.80
221.30 a worker turned age 22(or in any back then, only the first $4,200
402.40
217.20 year
394.80
before
1951)
are would be counted in each of these
208.80 automatically excluded.
379.80
years in arriving at his AME.
201.50
366.40
And to keep a worker's AME Thus, it is impossible for
197.20
358.60
from being greatly reduced by an anyone over 30 to get the
193.70
352.10
maximum benefits.
Ac190.00 occasional bad year, he can companying tables will be useful
345.60
"drop
out"
his
five
years
of
187.70
341.10
in illustrating this fact.
185.40 lowest earnings. Over the years,
337.10
183.00
332.60
180.60 VITAITD
328.20
178.30
324.20

fact that he earns less means that
he contributed less than you do
now.
Assume you're over 40 and
have been contributing to the
fund for nearly 20 years. If the
two of you die, the younger man's
family would receive up to $80 a

Maximuth SurvivorsI Benefits
Payable Under Social
If Death of Covered Worker
Mother With
Age of Worker
2 or More
at Time of Death Children
30 or Under
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42 or Older

The extension cord is a mediocre object - forgotten, mistreated, overloaded with work,
and used long after Its time of
retirement. It is also a powerful
object, capable of destroying life
and property. Given the proper
attention, however, it is safe and
useful.
According to Underwriters'
Laboratories, one of the most
important rules is 'to match the
extension cord with the same
size and type cord supplied with
the appliance. Remember that
special cords are necessary for
large appliances, such as clothes
dryers and air conditioners, and
should not be operated with ordinary extension cords.
Secondly, an extension cord
should never be overloaded. By
adding up the number of watts
plugged into the extension, safety
of the electric load can be determined. Check each appliance
for the number of watts it uses,
then, if you must use an extension, make sure it can safely
handle the load.
Periodic examination of all extension cords in use can eliminate a potential fire hazard. Check
all screw connections, which
should be tight with all wire
strands held firmly under the
screws. Inspect the cord for
breaks, which often occur near
.

A thought for todey4.
poet Thomas Moore said, "Ask LIOW
a woman's advice and what'er
she advises, do the very v
reverse and you're sure to be IOUT
wise."

20 Years Ago'Today
New officers elected at the annual meeting of the Blood River
Baptist Association heOt Bethel Church were Dr. H.C. Chiles,
moderator, Rev. T.L. Mmpbell,assistant moderator, Rev. John
W. Kloss, clerk-, Rev. J. Frank Young, assistant clerk, and Rev.
J.H. Thurman, treasurer.
Pvt. William J. Hopkins son of.and Mrs. Amos Hopkins, is
serving with the 35th Fighter-Interceptor Wing in Japan.
Zetta Yates, Dr. C.S. Lowry, and Rev. Orval Austin, all of
Murray,and Leamon Miller of Hardin are members of the cast of
the play,"The Male Animal" to be presented by the MSC Drama
Department on November 7 and 8.
Showing at the _Varsity Theatre is Tyrone Power in "Jesse
James- with Henry Fonda, Nancy Kelly, Randolph Scott, and

Don't Take a Chance with Extension Cords

The Almanac.

$482.70
469.40
462.90
450.60
439.60
433.00
426.80
420.70
416.30
412.30
408.40
404.00
400.00

Viruses and disease-causing These researchers recommend
liaPtiftria survive the home- two additional types of laundry
-laundering process to a sanitizers-pine oil and phenolic The above schedule of benefits
excluded (as
-frightening degree. And if you do disinfectants. However, they are assumes the maximum Average earning have been
provided for by the Act) by
f
iir
your wash at the local laun- not effective in cold water.
Monthly Earnings ( AME )
5 years in which
ornat, you may pink up another Quaternary disinfectant.s are provided for under the Federa/ eliminating the
maximum covered
scheduled
the
colorless
and
odorlesi.
They
are
amily's germs and pack them
Social Security Act has been earnings were lowest.
available al some ..upermarket
home with you.
attained. The maximum covered
provides that all years
One sure way to sanitize your and drugstores, but you'll be earnings (on which the AME is The Act
are to be excluded
prior
to
1951
most
likely
to
find
them
in
. laundry and cut down the spread
computed) for each year are as from computation of the AME.
.of viruses, intestinal distur- janitors', hospital, dairy, and follows:
Further,for those who became 21
bances, and other sickness in poultry supply houses. On the 1968-1971
$7,800 after 1950, all years prior to and
your family is to use a good labe, look for: "benzalkonium 1966-1967
6,600 including the year in which they
'disinfectant in the wash cycle. chloride" or "n-alkyd dimethyl 1959-1965
4,800 attained age 21 are excluded.
e experts suggest a quaternary benzyl ammonium chloride."
1955-1958
4,200 These exclusions have been
:disinfectant such as one used in Liquid chlorine disinfectants 1951-1954
3,600 applied in computing the
are
on
the
shelves
of
most
the dairy, or for white fabrics
In computing the benefit schedule of benefits shown.
r thAt can take it, a chlorine grocery stores and super- schedule, the five years of lowest
'bleach. These two types are markets. Label should say that
-efficient at hot, warm and cold the product contains 5.25 percent
of sodium hypochlorite.
water temperatures.
'5. Nobody wants to go back to the Pine oil odor is characteristic
).•
e.way
Grandma had to manage, of pine oil disinfectants, but they
Ky.- Nov. 29-30--Community
'but when she got through with all will not leave this odor on fabrics. LEXINGTON,
:•-• that stirring an a'boiling, clean These are available in many Workshops for persons who help College, Somerset
c.was really clean, and those grocery stores. Label should farmers prepare their income tax Dec. 1-2--Carnahan House,
Ogerms just didn't have a chance. state that the product contains at returns are scheduled at several Lexington
.. Without a proper disinfectant least 70 percent steam-distilled Kentucky locations during Dec. 7-8-Community College,
November and December.
...added, it take hot, hot water to pine oil.
Elizabethtown
'-'kill germs,.no matter what soar Phenolic disinfectants smell These two day workshops will Dec. 9-10-Community- Center,
-..'or detergent you use, according like carbolic acid and can be deal with problems related to Atkinson Park, Henderson
'. to
UK
Extension
Home found at the grocery. Look for filing the 1971 income tax return Dec. 14-15--Community
;Management Specialist Florence these tongue-twisters on the and will provide information on College, Honk insville
"ortho-bensyl- new tax rules, according to Dec.
7- Parker.
The average wash. label:
16-17--Courthouse,
Q. Allen, farm Paducah
'temperature of 110 degrees F. is parachlorophenol- or "ortho- Stephen
management specialist with the The program at each workshop
;not high enough to kill many !phenyl-chlorophenol."
University of Kentucky College of will start at 9:30 a.m. ) local
:- bacteria, and cold water washing KIM WINS SUIT
is even less effective.
LOS ANGELES ( UPI)-Kim Agricylture's Vooperative Ex- time). No fees will be charged.
.:- Both time and temperature are Novak was awarded $49,000 in tension Service. Preparing farm Allen points out that two
....Important in killing bacteria, Superior Court Tuesday for returns will be the main topic, but workshops will be held in
•,- Mrs. Farker explains.
For injuries she suffered in a 1966 general tax information also will Lexington, so those who prefer
,-.
be discussed.
t.:. example, it takes 3 to 5 minutes at car accident.
this location can choose the most
;,:':212 degrees F. ( boiling water ) to Miss Novak had sued Morgan Instructors from the Internal convenient dates.
:kill Staphylococci, or 20 minutes and Sons Garage for $1 million Revenue Service, the Kentucky "We need to know how many
;at a water temperature of 140 following the accident in which Department of Revenue, and the will attend each workshop so
But water tern- her auto plunged off U.S. 101 Social Security Administration facilities and materiaLs will be
degrees F.
will conduct the workshops, available for those taking part,'
'
-per
in home-type washing near Santa Maria, Calif.
chines are usually not 140 The actress said she suffered which are sponsored by the UK Allen says. If you want to take
part in one of these workshops to
.'degrees F., and washing machine a concussion, head cuts, abra- Extension Service.
cies are not -20 minutes long. sions and bruises. The suit Anyone interested in preparing learn more about preparing 1971
USDA researchers, who have contended the garage was farm income tax returns is in- tax returns for farmers, contact
tests on the laundry of nine guilty of improperly installing a vited to attend .,one of the either your local county Extension agent or Stephen Q. Allen,
amities over a several month left rear wheel on her car and following workshops:
Nov. 15-16--Community Department of Agricultural
.period, state that automatic "leaving it attached, in a
College, Maysville
Economics, Experiment Station
fit•dryers and line drying in the dangerous condition."
4.:
)..nunshine
won't kill all bacteria 'The car careened out of Nov. 17-18-Community Bldg., University of Kentucky,
Lexington, Ky. 40506, and tell him
ither, although both drying control, the suit said, and College, Ashland
Nov. 22-23-Ca rna ha n House, which workshop you plan to atmethods will reduce the num- overturned when the tire fell
Lexington
tend.
off.
hers.

Extension Service To Hold
Farm Income Tax Workshops

Open 7:00

the plug, look for frayed and
broken insulation, and replace
rather than patch defective cords.
Placement of extension cords
is also an important factor. Cords
that are near a source of heat;
cords that are supported on
nails; or cords that are placed
under rugs, through doorways.
or across walkways and tables
are dangerous. Only cords
marked "water-resistant" or "oilproof" should be near oll or
moisture.
Finally, all extension cords
should bear an important sign of
confidence: the mark of Underwriters' Laboratories, a not-forprofit testing organization dedicated to product safety.

LAST NITE 7:30

• Ryatis
_D
•
*

Starts Tomorrow

* !WINNER OF 6
• ACADEMY AWARDS!
1)0e1011

Hearino?

'IMAGO
:

Chicago, Ill.-A free offer of
special interest to those who
hear but do not understand
words has been announced by
Beltone. A non-operating model
of the smallest Beltone aid ever
made will be given absolutely
free to 'anyone answering this
advertisem.fpt.
Try it-to see how it is worn
in the privacy of your own
home without cost or obligation
of any kind. It's yours to keep,
free. It weighs less than a third
of an ounce, and it's all at ear
level, in one unit. No wires lead
from body to head.
These models are free, so we
suggest you write for yours
now. Again, we repeat, there is
no cost, and certainly no obligation. Write to Dept. 9915, Beltone Electronics Corp.,4201 W.
Victoria, Chicago, Ill. 60646.

LAST MITE 7:45
4,
ouFs
eature •
SENSUOUS
WOMAN
* PLUS *
ANOMALIES
Starts Tomorrow .

(advertisement)

HAVE A GOOD'
TIME
TONIGHT
VV1TH GLEN CAMPBELL
AT 630 P.M. GLEN AND ALL HS
NASHVILLE FRIENDS SHOW YOU AN
HONEST-TO-GOODNESS GOOD TIME ON
THE GLEN CAMPBELL GOODTiME HOUR.

WLAC-TV

Nitely, plus 1:0J Sot & Sun

kilOWICdgeis one of the best movies ever." 1.
,
Cosmopohrsn Mag•Pr.
C)

Mike‘khols,lack\khoeson.Carxike Bergen,

Vihur Garfunkel,,knn slargrei and Mies !titter.
(amal Knowledge.
1P4*
An Arco Erntlasry Prcture
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AND CHARLTON HESTON.
THEATRE

F

- A,m1

7
16
1
1.

50'

Ends Tonite * "ON ANY SUNDAY"rGJ

* Starts Tomorrow *

AT 10:30 P.M. CHARLTON HESTON
PORTRAYS THE DEDICATED YOUNG
PHYSICIAN IN SINCLAIR LEWIS' CLASSIC
ARROWHEAD, TONIGHT'S FILM FESTIVAL
FEATURE

WLAC-TV

n,
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THE LEDGER & TIMES — MURRAY, KENTUCKY

weighing seven pounds eight
Other guests, not previously ounces, was born to Mr. and Mrs.
mentioned, were Mrs. Fay Connie Greer of Route Two,
Stephenson, Mrs. Jean Hurt,Puryear, Tenn., on Saturday,
Mrs. Bell Sutherlin and Mrs.October 23, at 12:32 p.m. at the
Martha Lentz, president of Murray-Calloway County
Marshall County B&PW Club. Hospital.
• Mrs. Felix Dunn, chairman, They have one son, Ronald
• Mrs. Jessie Shoemaker, Mrs. Dale, age fifteen. The father is
Purdonl Outland- Mrs- vernotharmloyed with Emerson Electric
Nance, and Miss Vivian Hale Company, Paris, Term.
, ere in charge of the week's Grandparents are Mr.and Mrs.
. 'vities.
Wesley Pflueger, Mrs. Odell
-. Other activities for the wee Greer,and the late Mr. Greer, all
• were a coffee at the home of Mrs. of Paris, Term.
• Nlernon Nance and a pray
breakfast at the Holiday Inn
llity Attorney Sid Easley w
Mr. and Mrs. Larry Hancock,
speaker at the breakfast and Route Two, Cottage Grove,
• Mrs. Hoyt Roberts was named Term., announce the birth of a
• the "Woman of the Year".
baby girl, Cary Ann, weighing

,V

OV

Fashion
Notes

IT
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1E ON
OUR.

-TV

WRITTEN BY
JO CRASS
what makes
Know
fashioa fin?. It's the
jumpsuit..Leaa...Loak
...Knit...The mower to
shall
"what
wear?"...AND it's
proportioned to look well on
every atm.
Of all the fashions
designers have created,
the PRINCESS LINE is the
easiest of all to wear...It's
suited to practically
everyone...Isn't it great
that it's made a comeback?

ON.

STON
JUNG
ASSIC
TIVAL
rURE.

-TV

ES
AL

If you've any doubts
about what is the single
biggest item in holiday
wear...It's time to erase
them..for the DRIMS...in
Or
pastels
quiet
smouldering blacks...takes
all honors.
You'll not only FEEL
like a real lady in a flat,
skinny cardigan atop an
equally sleek and racy
turtleneck sweater.. but,
what's even more important...you'll LOOK like
one.
Remeber, fashion is your
best SOCIAL security.
Opaque panty hose are a
must for completing any
sportswear ensemble—
you'll love the colors and
price of this lesion item at
the Happy Yellow Store.
the Happy Yellow Store
Is open till 5:30 Mon.-Sat.till 6:00 on Fri.

LITTLETON'S
HAPPY YELLOW
STORE
DOWNTOWN MURRAY
llownimmOOmmiellmilmnimems0

eight pounds three ounces, born
on Saturday, October 23, at 8:13
p.m. at the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
They have one son, Mike, age
six. The father is employed by
the Lasaiter-McMcKinney Glass
Company, Murray.
The paternal grandparents are
Mr.and Mrs. Delbert Haynes and
the maternal grandparents are
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Veazey, all
of Cottage Grove, Tenn. Great
grandparents are Mr. and Mrs.
Bailey Veazey of Cottage Grove,
Tenn., Mr. and Mrs. Joe Gossett
of Henry, Tenn., and Mrs. Perry
Weems of Fulton.

Mrs. W. J. Reed
'Honored At Shower
At Roberts' Home

Special Project
Of Genealogical
Society Planned

BIRTHS

Mr. and Mrs. Jerry B.
Thompson of Benton Route Three
are the parents of a baby boy,
Robert Leonard, weighing eight
Miss Carolyn Key, 2nd vice- pounds nine ounces, born on
president, of the Kentucky Friday, October 22, at 6:30 a.m.
at the Murray-Calloway County
Federation of Business and
Professional Women's Clubs, Hospital.
spoke at the regular dinner They have two daughters,
meeting of the Murray B&PW Darla, age four, and Denita, age
two, who both have birthdays on
Club Thursday, October 21.
This was the final event of a August 9. The father is employed
week of activities in honor of by the Tennessee Valley
National Business Woman's Authority at Cumberland City,
Term.
Week.
Miss Key spoke on the National Grandparents are Mr.and Mrs.
B&PW Theme "Era of respon- Leonard Thompson of Benton
Route One and Mr. and Mrs.
sibility". She said "we live in an
era where it is easy to become Alton Powell of Benton. Robert
involved if one wants to." Powell of Benton is a great
"However," she said, "so many grandfather.
take the easy way out and let
someone else become involved
Jeffrey Alan is the name
for us."
She told the ladies to think of chosen by Mr. and Mrs. Jimmy
the community as OUR com- Thompson of Murray Route One
for their baby boy, weighing six
munity. Miss Key said in.
pounds 3/
1
2 ounces, born on
volvement makes a happy perFriday, October 22, at 6:72 p.m.
son . She challenged each
at the Murray-Calloway County
member to ask themself "am I
Hospital.
truly Involved?"
The father is serving with the
Mrs. Vernon Nance, viceU. S. Army and is now stationed
president, presided in the abat Fort Rucker, Ala.
sence of Mrs. Hoyt Roberts,
Grandparents are Mr. and
president.
1-ekaaes Howard Thompson
.
Mrs. James B. Carlin
i sang'14'
of Benton and Mr. and Mrs.
"The Golden Key" and "I Feel James Hutchens of Murray. A
Pretty"4 She was accompanied great grandmother is Mrs. Lizzie
'on the piano by Mrs. J. D. Watkins of Benton.
• Rayburn.
The club voted in one new
member, Miss Judith William- A baby girl, Donna Leann,
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Old flame rekindled,
but no marriage spark
By Abigail Van Buren
DEAR ABBY: Forty-two years ago, a man caught my
eye and I caught his, but we were both married at the time
so there was nothing we could do about it. I moved away
but I never forgot Mac. And he never forgot me, and when
he came to see me the other day I Just about fell over
dead!
My husband had died only three months before. Mac
said he had kept track of me all these years, that his wife
had died four years ago and he was just waiting for me to
be free.
Here's the catch. Mac wants me to come live with him.
No marriage. He has plenty of money and I could sure use
an easy life because mine has been hard, but I am not
going to live in sin with anybody no. matter how much
money he has.
Mac is 73 and has gzown children and grandchildren. I
am 69 and ant fr' 3,ESèAtuation. He suggested we go
away for a trial weekend, but sin is sin. How can I get him
to offer marriage?
CHRISTIAN WOMAN
DEAR CHRISTIAN: You may not be able to. But don't
hand out any free samples or you'll never sell the package.
DEAR ABBY: I am in love with a 15-year-old girl. I
would like to ask her out but I'm afraid of what her parents
might think because I am 25, and used to date her older
sister. fI am also a good friend of her brother.] The older
sister went away to college and I find the younger one extremely attractive and remarkably mature for her age.
I've been tempted to call this girl but have hesitated
because I don't want to upset her parents by courting a
daughter whom they might think is too young for me. I
would appreciate your thinking IN LOVE BUT "TOO OLD"
DEAR "IN": "In love" with a girt you've never even
dated? Wouldn't it be more appropriate to say you are
"very much attracted" to her? I suspect you miss her older
sister and think the younger girl would make a handy
substitute_batJ think you ought to find someone nearer
your own vintage.
DEAR ABBY: A member of my husband's social club
was invited to our home for dinner. Later in the evening he
discovered a large snag in his suit coat, and expressed
much concern over it, but could produce no evidence as to
what he had caught it on. He did make a point of saying,'I
didn't have it when I first got here."
This man insists that we are obligated to have it repaired or replace the coat since it happened in our house.
"BEING TAKEN" IN S. F.
Are we?
DEAR BEING: Call your insurance agent and ask hhn
If you're covered for this type of accident. III you aren't,
and your signature reflects your feelings. ignore the fellow,
and let him sue you for damages.)
CONFIDENTIAL TO PHILADELPHIA BULLETIN
READER: The person who says he isn't interested in politics is like a drowning man who says be isn't interested in
water.
Are YOU registered to vote? If you don't know where to
register, telephone either the DEMOCRATIC or REPUBLICAN headquarters. They will tell you. Then find out who is
running for what, and try to learn as much about the
candidates as possible. (The party headquarters will be
glad to provide you with such information.] If he is running
for re-election, find out all you can about his voting record.
How "absent" was he, and bow did be vote when he voted.
Finally. VOTE!

Stephanie Anne is the name
chosen by Mr. and Mrs. Stephen
Manske of 1405'1,2 Cardinal Drive,
Murray, for their baby girl,
weighing seven pounds ten
Tuesday, October 26
ounces, born on Saturday, OcCountry Club at 12 noon with the
tober 23, at 2:72 p.m. at the The Current Missions Group of hostesses being Mesdames Don
Murray-Calloway County the Memorial Baptist Church will Hunter, Dick Orr, Bernard Bell,
meet at the church at two p.m. Rex Alexander, R. L. Ward, Dick
Hospital.
The new father is serving with
Stout, Hassel Kuykendall, Lee
he U. S. Coast Guard at Paris The Omicron Alpha Chapter of Tinsley, John Watson, and James
Tau Phi Lambda will meet at the Weatherly as hostesses. Bridge
anding.
Grandparents are Mr.and Mrs. home of Mrs. Treva Grogan at hostesses will be Mrs. Ralph
awrence Manske of New seven p.m.
McCuiston and Mrs. L. D. Miller.
.ondon, Wisconsin, and Mr and
The Murray State University The Murray Open Duplicate
Ars. Alfred Funk of Waupaca,
Dames Club will meet in Room Bridge Club will meet at seven
Nisconsin. Great grandparents
Three of the Student Union p.m. at Gleason Hall of St. Leo's
ire Mr.and Mrs. Noah Bennett of Building
at seven p.m. Dr. Hal Church. No advance notice is
\few London, Wisconsin.
necessary. For information call
Houston will be the speaker.
7534838.
The IMI-SAI Faculty Recital
Master Pierre
A baby boy, Russell Fain, will be held at the Farrell Recital "The Worthy
weighing six pounds eleven Hall,Fine Arts Building, MSU,at Patelin", University Theatre
-Act Touring Show, student
ounces, was born to Mr. and Mrs. eight p.m.
oduced,
will be held at the
Harold Calhoun of Benton Route
Five on Monday, October 25, at The Murray Quota Club will University School Auditorium at
ight p.m. Admission is fifty
7:30 a.m. at the Murray-Callowa meet at the Southside Restaurant
cents
or by season ticket. Note
Hospital.
County
at 12 noon.
the change from the previous
They have one daughter,
Wednesday, October 27
announcement.
Quinn, age four. The father is
Glaucoma screening clinic will
Alloys,
employed by the Airco
Thursday, October 28
be held at Robertson Elementary
Calvert City.
"The Haunted House", a
School from 6:30 to nine p.m.
Mr. and Mrs. Golden Kirk of
rsons are urged to have the money making project of the
Benton are the paternal grand
Kappa Department of the
free test.
parents and Mr. and Mrs. Frank
Murray Woman's Club, will be
Thomas of Cadiz are the Decoupage lessons will be held open from six to ten p.m. The
t the Craft House,602 South 12th house is at 403 North 16th Street.
maternal grandparents.
eet, Murray, from ten am. to
The Zeta Department of the
• n.
Murray Woman's Club will meet
The Purchase Area annual
at the club house at 7:30 p.m with
omemakers meeting will be Mrs. A.B. Crass as the speaker.
Mr. and Mrs. E.F. Claxton of eld at the Cabana Club,
Hostesses will be Mesdames
Pine Bluff Shores have as their aducah, at ten a.m.
Cody Caldwell, Robert Hahs,
guests her sister and husband,
The Audubon District of the A.H. Kopperud, Tom Rowlett,
Rev. and Mrs. Walter Wray of
Garden
Club of Kentucky, Inc., H.B. Bailey, Jr., and Buist Scott.
Mr.
Kansas City, Kansas,
will meet at the Murray Woman's
Claxton's mother, Mrs. Pearl
Club House at nine a.m. with the
Faculty recital of Thomas
Winn of Hartville, Mo., and their
Department
Garden
of
the
Baker,
piano, will be held at the
Hubert
cousins, Mr. and Mrs.
urray Woman's Club, the Farrell Recital Hall? Fine Arts
Claxton of Mansfield, Mo.
ature's Palette Garden Club, Building, at eight p.m
nd the Junior Rose and Garden
Glaucoma Screening Eye
ub as hostesses. Make lunClinic
will
be held at the
heon
reservations
with Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Workman of
Robertson 'Elementary School
•
wey
Ragsdale,
Murray,
by
Fontana, California, are the
from 6:30 to nine p.m. The public
tober 23.
guests of his sister, Mrs. A.A.
is urged to take advantage of this
Doherty and Mr. Doherty, and The ladies' day luncheon will clinic, supervised by Dr James
other relatives.
be held at the Calloway County Hart.

The home of Mrs. Wesley
Waldrop on Miller Avenue was
the scene of the meeting of the
Calloway County Genealogical
Society held on Monday, October
11, at one o'clock ir the afternoon.
Mrs. Charlie Stubblefield,
president, presided.
A new
project planned by the group was
to begin tracing families
beginning with the most distant
ancestor known, tracing the
progency down to the present
time.
A progress report on the
Family Bible Records being
printed was given.
Mrs. I.H. Key read the minutes
and correspondence from Mrs.
P.A. Hart and Mrs. J.C. McDougal who stated with regret
their requests to have their
names removed from the rolls of
the society.
Other members present, not
previously mentioned, were Mrs.
John Livesay, Mrs. Euva
Alexander, Mrs. Ann Bowden,
Mrs. Myrtle Jordan, Mrs. James
M. Byrn, Miss Maude Nance,and
Miss
Erin Montgomery. A
visitor was Mrs. Ruby Jackson.
Mrs. Waldrop and Mrs.
Alexander served a delicious
salad with nuts and coffee to the
ladies during the social hour.
, The next meeting will be held
on Monday, November 8, at 1:30
p.m. at the home of Mrs. John
Livesay.

Mrs. William Jay Reed, the
former Ann Colson, was complimented with a lovely tea.
shower held at the home of Mrs.
Lola Dell Roberts, Hazel Road,
on Saturday, October 9, from two
to four o'clock in the afternoon.
The gracious hostesses for the
occasion were Mrs. Linda
Blakely, Mrs. Charlotte Grogan,
Mrs. Paulette Reed, Mrs. Chris
Graham, Mrs. Jeanette Story,
and Mrs. Roberts.
For the bridal event the
honoree chose to wear an aqua
dress with a hostesses' gift
corsage of yellow mums. Her
mother-in-law, Mrs. Sadie Rose
Reed of Clay City, Ill., wore a
grey and brown dress with a
hostesses' gift corsage of white
carnations.
The honoree's
mother, Mrs. Silburn Colson, was
ill and unable to attend.

Middle School principal Robert Glen Jeffrey and Murray city
Schools superintendent, Fred Schultz are shown with their guide,
Rosie Rat as they are about to enter the eerie domain of "The
Haunted House". They are being observed by a giant spider
which guards the entraiii.e. The "House" located at 403 North
16th Street will be open to the children (old and young) of the
community on October 28, 29, 31, from 6:00 to 10:00 p.m. and is
sponsored by the Kappa Department of the Murray Woman's
Club. Plenty of parking space is available both on 16th Street and
at the rear of the house. Tickets are 50 cents per person, and
children under six should be accompained by an adult.
Sales of gourmet cooking
utensils are up as much as 25
per cent in some stores this
year, report economists for
Northwestern National Life Insurance, Minneapolis.

The beautifully appointed tea
table was overlaid with a white
cloth under white net extending
to the floor and centered with a
lovely floral arrangement .
Punch, cakes, nuts, and mints
i.aLserved.

The default rates among
student recipients of federally
insured higher education loans
are running close to four to six
per cent, the American Association of State Colleges and Universities reports,

Mrs. J. B. Bodices

The guest signed the register in
the entrance hall and were invited to view the many lovely
gifts on display in the bedroom.
One hundred persons called or
sent gifts during the afternoon
hours.

Pb... 753-1911 or 713-411▪147,

.4

Sunnyside Club
Meets At Home Of
Mrs. Van Futrell
Mrs. Van Futrell was hostess
for the meeting of the Sunnyside
Homemakers Club held on
Thursday, October 14, at tenthirty o'clock in the morning at
her home.
The president, Mrs. Futrell,
presided. Mrs. Larry Wadkins
gave the devotion reading the
scripture from Psalms 16:11 and
thought for the month, "Be not
careless in deeds, nor confused in
words, nor rambling in thought".
Mrs. George Holland read the
minutes and gave the treasurer's
report. Each members asnwered
with her "favorite Halloween
treat received as a child". Mrs.
Dan Kelley was chosen chairman
6f the Christmas card sale.
The lesson on "Christmas Gifts
From the Sewing Basket- was
presented by Mrs. Mickey Cherry
and Mrs. Larry Wactkins. Each
member brought ideas and
patterns to share with others. The
members cut patterns of items
displayed.
A delicious potluck lunch was
served at noon to the six members and one guest, Mrs. Barletta
Wrather.
Mrs. Wayne Garrison will be
hostess for the next meeting to be
held on Thursday, November 11.
at 10:30 a.m.

(THIS WEEK ONLY!)
ALL FALL & WINTER

REDUCED 1/4

COATS
ALL FALL & WINTER

DRESSES

(18-20)

REDUCED 1/4

18-20

REDUCED 1/4

ALL FALL & WINTER

SPORTSWEAR
* JEAN CASTLE
* DOUGLAS MARC

(This Week Only)
* AMERICAN SCENE
* JANTZEN * ACT III * AND MANY Dims

HOSE & PANTY HOSE

/
1 2 PRICE

* Use Our Lay-A-Way Plan *

Larue Spann

Dixieland Shopping Center

Myrtle Cooper

1

P&1400(4-e4--\/

Ladies Shoes
New Fall

* colors

*

Materials

* Styles

Name Brands
Those Names You Know and Love

DISCOUNT PRICES
Save from '6.00 to '11.00 pair

Vs‘vi
CO°

Sizes 4 to 12
AAAA to C

pe„

Jim's Shoe Outlet
SOUTHSIDE SHOPPING CENTER
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Head Named Defensive Player, Week

Cornhuskers Losing Their Lead

NASHVILLE, Tenn. (UPI) -ing 81 for 1,005 yards and seven
with seven touchdowns for 42
turining back Jeff Axel of Ten- touchdowns.
The league's leading scorer is points.
linebacker
and
Tech
nessee
Morehead leads the conferOver Oklahoma In UPI Ratings
Frank Head of Murray State Jim Brooks of Eastern Kentucky
in team offense and shares
ence
and Air Force, cracked the
were named Monday players of
By BILL MADDEN
Oklahoma had eight. The ratings for the first time this
the lead with Western Kentucky
Valley
the
Ohio
in
week
the
Cornhuskers could easily re- week while Florida State and
UPI Sports Writer
in team defense.
Conference.
NEW YORK (UPI)-Nebras- gain some No. 1 votes this Texas returned after a week's
Morehead, tied for third in
It, was the second time Axel,
weekend when they face their absence.
ka's losing its edge.
OVC standings, has averaged
and
yards
for
138
rushed
who
The Cornhuskers retained the first really strong opponent of Louisiana State, which meets
348.1 yards per game while it
one touchdown in Tech's 26-8
top spot in the United Press the season-Colorado.
and Western have given up an
Notre Dame Nov. 20 in Baton
victory over Morehead, received NEW
YORK (UPI)-The average of 183 per game.
International Board of' Coaches Michigan and Alabama, like Rouge, was right behind the
honor.
the
United Press International top Western leads the conference
football ratings for the seventh the Sooners and Cornhuskers, Ilth ranked Irish in 12th place.
Head won the accolade for his major college football teams
straight week, but second- continued to win this week and Toledo, which owns the nation's
race.
15 tackles, six assists, one in- with first place votes and wonranked Oklahoma grabbed off retained the No. 3 and No. 4 longest winning streak (30
who has won four and lost one,
By MIKE BRANDON
knocked
two
terception
and
lost records in parentheses:
three more first place votes spots, respectively. Michigan games) finally received the
jumped out to a 20-9 lead at the
tie (Only 18 teams received votes)
than last week and narrowed routed Minnesota in the "Little coaches' notice by landing at New Concord continued to first quarter stop and handed down passes in Murray's 6-6
with East Tennessee.
Seventh Week
Nebraska's point lead from 33 Brown Jug" game 35-7 and No. 13 this week.
remain undefeated while Kirksey Faxon its third loss compared
Morehead quarterback Dave ...Team
Points
Alabama, which got the final Tennessee, which continues toiwnd Hazel picked up wins in with two victories.
to 15.
341
place
vote, drubbed just squeak by its opponents, grade school basketball action in Tommy Futrell led the Kirksey Schaetske remained on top in 1. Nebraska (26) (7-0)
Nebraska got 26 first place first
the total offense caregory with 2. Oklahoma (8) (6-0)
326
Barry
nods from the coaches while Houston 34-20.
with
23
points.
scoring
from
16th
to.
night.
14th
Friday
the county
moved up
271
Auburn also kept winning, after edging Mississippi State Bob Allen'wBig Red Machine of Joseph scored 17 points and an average of 159 yards in five 3. Michigan (7-0)
games. He is second ranked in 4. Alabama (1) (7.0)
258
Clemson
35-13
for
sweeping past
10-'7 and Arizona State rebound- Concord rolled over Lynn Grove pulled down 19 rebounds for the passing behind Richard Mc- 5. Auburn (6.0)
196
its sixth victory without a loss, ed from its first loss of the 83-46. Concord rolled to a 23-6 winners. Rudolph led Faxon with
Glothin of East Tennessee State. 6. Georgia (7-0)
169
and retained the No. 5 soot in season with a 60-28 rout of New first quarter lead and led 43-14 at 16 markers.
McGlothin has thrown 172 7. Penn State (6-0)
137
the ratings. But as No. 6, Notre Mexico but slipped in the the half, in picking up their fifth The preliminary contest was
seven games, complet- 8. Arkansas (6-1)
87
Dame was upset by Southern ratings from 14th to 15th.
won by Kirksey, 35-12. Wilkerson times in
consecutive triumph.
48
Cal 28-14 and fell all the way to Florida State, another team
Futrell and Cunningham led paced the win by scoring 14 PAREDES'...CONDMON tSAu 9. Colorado (6-1)
SANTIAGO, Chile (UPI)- 10. Ohio State (5-1)
46
llth as Georgia and Penn State,rebounding from its first loss, the Concord attack with 21 points points.
20
each moved up a notch to sixth regained a spot in the ratings apiece. Esker and Hendon hit Faxon
9 19 9 14-51 Fernando Paredes, burned in a 11. Notre Dame (5-1)
race car accident Sunday, was 12. Louisiana State (5-11
14
and seventh, respectively.
at No. 16 after swamping South double figures by scoring 14 and
6
Arkansas, Colorado and Ohio Carolina 49-18.
20 14 /6 17-67 listed in•serious condition at 13. Toledo (7-0)
Kirksey
13 respectively.
WEMBLEY, England (UPI) State, all with one loss Texas and Air Force corn- Calhoun led the losers with 23 Faxon (51) Rudloph 16, Storey 9, Santiago's Central Hospitals Co- 14. Tennessee (4-2)
4
-The $48,000 Embassy Open blemishing their records, com- letecl the top teams. The points for the evening.
Brittain 8, Burkeen 7, Kirk 6, driver Saturnino Otarola died 15. Arizona State (5-1)
. , _, .
_
Monday of burns suffered 16. Florida State (6-1,
Tennis tournament moves into pleted the top 10.
.
Ross
4.
1
and
Houston
from
17
18
22-83
back
New
Concord
26
bounced
- --- • limbilisicks
2
INVINCIBLE DELUXE
second round play today after
6 8 IS 19-46 Kirksey (67) Joseph 17, Arm- during the Santiago-Villarrica- 17. Texas (4-2)
Again, with voting cOneentrat- their loss to Arkansas two Lynn Grove
18. Air Force 5-1)
an opening day marked by ed among the top seven weeks ago by crushing Rice 39strong 10, Isbell 5, Futrell 23, and Santiago race.
stunning upsets.
ToledoI10 and Air Force upped its Concord (83) Futrell 21, Cun- Beane 12.
unbeaten teams, only 18 schools
Among the top-ranked pros received votes from the record to 5-1 by subduing ningham 21, Hendon 13, Baker 14, Almo continued to remain
falling in opening round action coaches. Two teams,
stubborn Colorado State 17-12. Garland 6, Herndon 4 and winless by dropping a 53-20 tilt to
were Stan Smith, the U.S. Open
Hazel. Hazel scored in double
Ferguson 4.
title holder; Ken Rosewall of
Lynn Grove (46) Calhoun 23, figures in each of the four
Australia; and Marty Riessen
Adams 4, Farris 4, Doran 10, quarters.
of Evanston, Ill.
McCuiston 2, Barnes 2 and Hazel also won the preliminary
Ray , Ruffles
Australian
game by nipping Almo 31-V.
Butterworth 1.
knocked out Smith, of PasadeNew Concord's junior varsity Nesbitt led the winners with 10
na, Calif., 941, 6-4 while South
remained undefeated by picking points while Gearheart scored 10
Africa's Frew McMillan ousted
up a 59-37 win over the seventh for Almo.
Rosewall, the Forest Hills
13 12 15 13-53
Hazel
graders of Lynn Grove.
winner a year ago, 6-4, 6-2.
2 6 5 7-20
Ferguson and Herndon led the Almo
Bob Hewitt of South Africa PITTSBURGH (UPI) - The
Industries, a New York con- attack with 15 points each.
eliminated Riessen 9-8, 6-4 Pittsburgh Condors, with eft
glomerate, on Monday. League Kirksey got back on the win- Hazel )53) Hooks 14, Paschall 4,
while John Netvcombe, top-seed albatross of low attendance
approval of the purchase was ning track after being upset last Coles 4, Nesbitt 7, Byars 16,
from AUstralia, played true to round their necks, Monday
expected today, according to week. Coach Jimmy Nix's crew Barret 2 and White 6.
form in beating countryman were sold to a group of
Donald H. Adams, a Bethesda, used a strong first quarter and Almo(20) Futre111, Fike 5, Wells
Owen Davidson 9-8, 9-8.
Washington-Maryland business- Md., investment banker and upended Faxon 67-51. Kirksey, 5, Gearheart 1 and Duncan 8.'
In other first round matches, men, the fourth sale of the
president of Metro Sports, Inc.
Ilie Nastase of Romania beat team in the last five years.
In their five-year history, the
Roy Barth of San Diego, Calif., The Condors, whose per-game
Condors have had three other
8-6, 6-4; Czechoslovakia's Jan ttendance last season was a
owners, seven coaches, four
Kodes defeated Australian Fred, eague-low 2,806 persons, will
nicknames and made three
Stolle 6-3, 4-6, 6-4; John main in Pittsburgh, according
Complete with Speakers
franchise shifts. Binstein denied
Australia,
Alexander, also of
o General Manager Mark published reports the sale
ousted U.S. Davis Cupper Binstein.
By GREG GORDON
would mean another shift.
Vikings again.
Frank Froehling 7-5, 6-2; and Metro Sports, Inc., the new
Minn. "I can't
between this BLOOMINGTON/
'The
difference
think about that," he
Berkeley,
Boowiak
of
Jeff
owner, announced its purchase offer and the six or seven other (UPI)-Two tea14 with mutual replied. "We've got to look
Calif., downed South Africa's of the American Basketball
admiration,
the
Minnesota
Vikoffers Haven Industries have
forward to next week."
Ray Moore 9-8,-6-3.
Association team from Haven received in the year a
and one- ings and the Baltimore Colts, If the teams did meet again,
spent the better part of Monday
half they owned the club, is that
it would be in the Super Bowlthis group did not want to Move ;light's football game trading kith Baltimore representing the
ball
possession
between
the
30
the franchise," Binstein said in
American Conference, and Minyard lines.
Pittsburgh.
nesota the champion of the
He said groups in Albu- But when the Vikings did get National Conference.
querque, N.M., San Diego, inside the Baltimore 30, which
And that's not out of the
Hear Tom Emberton answer questions of concern
Tampa, Fla., happened twice, they scored 10 question, beca use the two
Calif., and
LEACH
'
S
MUSIC
&
to Calloway Countians TONIGHT on WPSD-TV
the points. And the Colts, who fared teams lead the NFL in defense
interest in
expressed
Center
Dixieland
franchise -but the Washington- a bit better in field position, and are fighting for their
Phone 753-7575
Paducah - 9:30. Tune in • Dial collect and
were stymied by three- first half
Baltimore area is the one part
division titles.
ask him yourself - Get a face-to-face answer!
pass interceptions and two goal
of the country where, with the
line stands.
TONIGHT on CHANNEL 6 PADUCAH - 9:30
merger and all, we can't move
Paid Political Advertisement
After the
Vikings had
the team."
emerged
from
a
tense finish
president
of
Bezahler,
Donald
with a 10-3 win, coach Bud
the Condors, said negotiations
for the sale were completed Grant grinned and said, "I
think they could play in our
Monday. _
•
division."
The team's new executive
by the relaxed
director is Arnold Heft, former Judging
owner of the Baltimore atmosphere in the locker room
the defending Super Bowl
[Bullets and a former NBA
/6.arfriV
Colts, they had
SIMULATED DIAMOND JEWELRY Ireferee. Heft is a builder in the champion
'sed the Vikings can play
Washington, D.C. area.
Other officers of Metro th anybody now, too.
Sports include Victor H. Otten- "It was a well fought, good
stein, vice president, a prom- ootball game," Baltimore
eh Don McCafferty said.
inent Washington businessman,
Just a battle of two fine
S.
Blondes, J
and
Leonard
secretary treasurer, a lawyer efenses. We're proud of our
efense, and they have every
and former Maryland state
ight to be proud of theirs."
legislator
Someone asked McCafferty if
Name
Size
Reg. Price
Sale Price
the Colts would like to meet the
600 x 13
Marathon XNW Ny T1.
23.39
Now 15.30

New Concord Wins Fifth
Straight; Kirksey And
Hazel Also Pick Up Wins

Major College
Grid Ratings

Embassy Open
Moves Into
Second Round

WARD

TV
LEACH'S MUSIC &SALE!!

Condors Sold For
Fourth Time In
Last Five Years

NEW MANAGER

Announces
DENNIS TRAVIS — MSU Music Major
Invites You

to SWINGING SAVINGS

Vikings Out-Punt
Colts 10-3 Monday

in the DIXIELAND CENTER
* 8-Track Tapes - 2.95 up
* Top 100 Billboard Hits - 78' ea.
* Rod Stuart - Every picture tells a story LP - 2.98
* 51.00 Off All LPs in Stock
* Magnificent Magnavox Component System - 599.95

Blank C60 Casette Tapes - 69' ea.
* Gibson Les Paul Guitar - 425.00
FREE SPEAKERS when you purchase any car 8-track Player!!

EVERYBODY WELCOME!!
OTHER BIG SAVINGS STORE WIDE!!
Lasts From Oct. 25 thru Oct. 30

EMBERTON TELETHON
— TONIGHT

TV

GOODATEAR

0

clearance sale
Pick Your Size Save Now - Sale Ends Sat. Night, Oct. 30th

Hudson Is One
Bright Spot In
Atlanta Season

This revolution,, ,
d, the t mn,,t
rhe•o Irmt,olf ,r)
L'11 ' 1,1f1,(

Olf

Litt, {..;
, ()P,
,

t,.t,

10r,

Iii,,

(on',
1J1J.

dcknowledged
beyond
Hie

Yrnuflatfql

ri,

rr,
jlth,

j

fl , orr11,1

.62s.

A( «.pt nothing les. than the fineo See And
hin, Diarnonair At:
From $60.00 per carat.
•

71/Uhlta9
QUALITY JEWE
Paris, Tennessee

YORK
I UPI)-Lud
NEW
Hudson appears to be the one
bright spot in a losing Atlanta
season.
Hudson,--the Hawks' brilliant
backcourt artist, averaged 30.6
points a game for Atlanta,
'through Sunday, to tie Chicago's Bob Love for se-oring
honors in the National Basketball Association. The Hawks
lost four of their first five
games this season.
Kareem Jabbar, nee Lew
Alcindor, is right behind at 30.5.
The Milwaukee Bucks center
leads the NBA in total points
with 183 and is tied with Dean
Meminger of New York for the
field goal percentage lead at

RS

Wilt Chamberlain of Los
Angeles Is back at his old post
as rebound leader with a 17.0
average, Dick
Garrett of
Buffalo leads in field goal
percentages with .947 and
Oscar Robertson of Milwaukee
is first in assists with a 9.0
average.
Bab Lather, Detroit's 6-11
center, was the week's high
scorer with a 44-point effort
against Portland.

NBA Standings

650 x 13

Power C u. XNW Pe T1

4406

Now 19.65

Eastern Conference
Atlantic Division
W. L. Pct. GB
Philadelphia
5 1 .833
Boston
4 1 .800
3 3 .500 2
New York
Buffalo
1 5 .167 4
Central Division
W. L. Pct. GB
2 5 .286
Cleveland
1-2
Cincinnati
1 3 .250
1 4 .200
Baltimore
Atlanta
1 5 .167 1
Western Conference
Midwest Division
W. L. Pct. GB
6 0 1.000
Milwaukee
4 1 .800 1½
Chicago
4 2 .667 2
Detroit
1 3 .250 4
Phoenix
Pacific Division
W. L. Pct. GB
Los .Angeles
5 1 4833 ...
Seattle
5 2 .714
3 2 .600 1 1-2
Golden State
1 3 .250 3
Portland
Houston
0 6, .000 5
Monday's Result
Boston 136 Atlanta 116
(Only game scheduled I
Tuesday's Games
Houston at Detroit
Baltimore at Milwaukee
Boston at New York
Cincinnati at Phoenix
Buf vs Golden St at Oakland
Chicago at Portland
(Only games scheduled)

560x 15

Power Cu. XNW Pe Ti

43.31

Now 21.00

695 x 14

Power Cu. XNW Pe T1

44.74

Now 21.30

F711(x 14

All Weather "78" 2W NyT1

41.55-

Now 21.90

G78 x 14
G78 x 15

All Weather "78" 2W NyT1
All Weather "78" 2W Ny T1

45.46
45.46
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GOODYEAR SNOW TIRES
775x 14

Sub VYTACORD BI TI

43.89.

Now 24.50

855,14

Sub VYTACORD BI Ti

50.2s

Now 26.75

775 x 15

Sub VYTACORD XNW TI-

48.91

650-700x 13

Sub VYTACORD XNW TI.I

Studded)

47.45

I

Now 25.50
Now 26.50

Prices Include All Taxes - No Trade-In Needed
MOUNTED FREE Goodyear . . . The Only Maker of Polyglas Tires!

BATTERY
$1595
G000licam

1441

BROYHIL

1 SOF
EARLY Al

BILBREY'S

I REC

210 Main Street
400D,FIF41111

Phone 753-5617
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Get

Into

The Game
By MILTON RICHMAN
one of the Lions' other wide John North, an assistant coach
UPI Sports Writer
receivers, pulled a muscle, said to him:
NEW YORK (UPI)—...He
'You go in and replace
just wanted to play..."
Lawry."
Most people who knew Chuck
Okay," Hughes said, snapping
Hughes use that same phrase.
on his helmet.
They say the same thing.
He jumped up off the bench,
One of his friends says:
he always did that because he
"Kids never ran after him for
was so eager, and went back
his autokraph. He wasn't the
into the ball game.
By R1CHA D L. SHOOK
star type and that was okay DETROIT
(UPI) —The fami- Shortly thereafter he caught
with him. He knew he wasn't ly of Chuck
Hughes had a a 32-yard pass. It was his first
big enough to overwhelm history of
heart trouble, the pass reception of the season,
anybody on the football field. Lions' team ' phsycian
has and three plays later he
That didn't matter to him so disclosed, and the
Detroit wide collapsed on Chicago's 15-yard
long as he could play. He had receiver had the
heart of a man line.
no axe to grind. He was just a in his ,40s.
The game had 62 more
nice soft-spoken kid, the kind An autopsy
Monday disclosed seconds to go and it ground to
who'd always say hello first." Hughes, 28, had an undetected its conclusion after Chuck
Chuck Hughes, the Detroit heart disease known medically Hughes was wheeled off the
lions' 28-year-old wide receiver as "arteriosclerosis," an abnor- field on a stretcher.
who collapsed an died in the mal' thickening and hardening "Forget the game, let's all
waning seconds of Sunday's of the arterial walls.
say a prayer for Chuck," Joe
NFL game with the Chicago A massive stoppage of the Schmidt, the Lions' head coach
Bears, looked like any one of left coronary artery felled instructed his players in the
those neat, well-groomed young Hughes on the Chicago Bears' Detroit dressing room.
men you find working in some 15-yard line with 62 seconds to The Lions prayed. So did the
banks these days. As a matter play in Sunday's National Bears over in their quarters,
of fact he worked in one Football League game. He was but all the prayers in the world
himself /elms beZ atL.' Inme to pronounced officially dead 50 couldn't help and today Chuck
Sheridan, Texas in the F•ff7 minutes after the end of the Hughes' body is being shippgd
season.
game but both Lions' doctors back to San Antonio.
But come July, the quiet- felt he was, in effect, dead "I want violent action," a cab
mannered 180-pound Hughes when he hit the turf.
ver in Baltimore told me two
Would tell them all goodbye at "The Chuck Hughes family— weeks ago, "and that's what I
the bank and enter a complete- both mother and father—died of et at pro football games.
,ly different world, a violent what appears to be a heart That's why I keep going."
world in which one word—hit, disease," said Dr. Edwin R. Chuck Hughes didn't really
hit, hit—is drilled into the Guise, who along with Dr. want anything.
competitors over and over Richard A. Thompson
"...He just wanted to play..."
again.
the Detroit teanbik physic
'CONTRACT BID
By the nature of his position, "Possibly tw3 different
Chuck
Hughes wasn't as kinds," Dr. Guise said. "And BARCELONA, Spain (UPI)—
exposed to that violence as there's a question about one Tennis promoter Lamar Hunt
was reported Monday to have
much aa some of the others.
brother." Hughes was one of 13 ffered Manuel
Grantes of
. He Was a wide receiver children.'
whose principal job was run- "His heart was not consistent Spain a ;55,000 contract if he
ning patterns and catching with his age," Dr. Guise said. would turn pro. Orantes, winner
passes. The violence would take "His heart was an older heart. of the recent Spanish Open
Tournament, said he'd think the
place after he caught one.
I prefer to say he was a man
Much of professional foot- with a heart of the 40s—and I offer over for several days
ball's appeal is tied in closely use that age because that is my before giving Hunt a definite
answer.
with violence. The public eats it age."
up and keeps paying money The two doctors jointly
hoping to see more and more. released the Wayne County FIGHT POSTPONED
Then when a tragedy such as Medical Examiner's report and CARACAS, Venezuela (UPI)
this one occurs, who is shocked were emphatic in dissociating — Friday's scheduled title
match between World Junior
the most?
the football game from the
Lightweight Champion Alfredo
The paying public. What heart attack.
Marcano an Japan's Kenji
hypocrisy!
"It could have happened at
Apart from Chuck Hughes' any time," Dr. Thompson said. Iwatta was postponed until
immediate family, whose who "It was something that was Nov. 6 when the Venezuelan
unquestionably feel most about bound to happen. It could have fighter reported he had injured
what happened are his fellow ppened rtaterday, the day his It elbow during a training
players. They don't
e:or- tonUrrow."
- *Pim.
have to be his teammates "Arteriosclerosis
heart
either.
disease has been coining on OILERS GET DICK POST
. Bob Wallace, a wide receiver with no visible signs for some HOUSTON (UPI) —The Houswith the Bears who caught one time," Dr. Guise said. "Playing ton Oilers acquired running
of the touchdown passes which football contributed in that it back Dickie Post from the
helped them to a 28-23 upset was a stressful situation. There Denver Broncos Mnday in a
victory over the Lions, went to is some evidence to indicate trade for running back Joe
school with Hughes at Texas El that stressful situations can Dawkins. Post had come to
Paso. They were close friends induce a-, terminal event in Denver in an off-season trade
with San Diego.
and they had talked on the field patients with heart trouble."
before Sunday's contest.
A Tuesday mass was sche"When he collapsed I went up Jilted at St. Alysius Catholic WALT FRAZIER BACK
to him and saw his hands Church in Detroit, after which NEW YORK (UPI)—The New
turning blue and I just shook," the body was to be flown to San York Knicks receive some
Wallace says. "I felt like Antonio, Tex. for funeral needed support tonight in their
game against the Boston Celtics
fainting. In the dressing room services and burial.
after the game I wanted to A $10,000 trust fund was set when guard Walt Frazier
to the lineup. Frazier
cry."
up by an insurance company returns
Hughes gave no or the -education of Hughes' 23- was hospitalized last Friday
Chuck
indication anything was bother- month-old son, Brandon Shane, with a stomach disorder.
ing him Sunday. He had been in and the family requested
SURGERNY FOR DURRETT
the game for about 10 plays contributions be made to it in
CINCINNATI (UPI) —Rookie
earlier and when Larry Walton, lieu of flowers.
Ken Durrett of the Cincinnati
Royals undergoes surgery Wednesday to repair a torn
cartilage in his right knee.
Durrett, injured in a game
Phone 753-127Z
against Portland last Saturday
* PRESCRIPTIONS A SPECIALTY *
night, will be sidelined for
W. 'lave It — We Will Get It—Or It Can't Be Had
about 12 weeks.

Hughes Had
Undetected
Heart Disease

1

WALLIS DRUG

ro-

-411111111100-

3rd & Maple

-011111110.-

Willie Brown
paints to relax
By GEORGE BOWER
Copley News Service
Out on the practice field, the
defensive back in the silver and
gray uniform mirrored the
moves of the wide receivers as
they ran pattern after pattern
against him.
The defensive beck was one
of two corner backs; one of four
defensive backs; one of an even
larger group of seven pass
defenders when you include
linebackers; and, in the final
analysis, was one of 11
defensive players in an
Oakland Raider uniform.
On top of that, the number on
his jersey — 24 — was tattered.
All in all, in practices,
anyway, the 30-year-old, allpro, '9-year vet appears
anonymous in the blur of action
that unfolds rapidly on each
Play.
How does a pro football
player maintain his individuality, remain something
other than a jersey number?
No. 24 — pardon, Willie
Brown — maintains his individuality by painting.
Hes been painting over a
year and a half now, and he's
done landscapes, seascapes,
nudes, and tie had one football
picture hanging in his training
camp room.
When he doses the door to his
room, he leaves the football
outside.
It enables him to relax, and
he sometimes skips lunch to
continue painting.
When Brown discusses
Painting, it's with the verve of a
man who has' a new interest,
not the rote answers of a man
who's heard the questions
hundreds of times before.
Brown says that "painting is
whatever you want it to be."
"A lot of people look at it the
way" they would interpret it.
But —when a painter paints,"
Brown explained, "this is the
way he sees it. This is the way
he intends for it to be
presented."
His one football picture
follows that philosophy.
It depicts not a ball carrier
but two linemen — offensive
linemen Gene Upshaw and Art
Shell.
Their shoulders span the
width of the canvas, dwarfing
the much smallet foreground
figure of an official signaling a
touchdown. Upahaw and Shell
convey the feeling of size,
power,. And speed.
He works in oil, and has

Gold mine waiting
beneath Red Sea
A $2.5 billion layer of mud at
the bottom of the Red Sea needs
innovative
only
some
technology to become a
bonanza.
A "slurry" of metal ores
under more than a mile of sea
water, the layer contains
silver, copper, lead, and zinc,
said Joseph B. Lassiter III of
the department of ocean
the
engineering
at
Massachusetts Institute of
Technology.

painted for pleasure. He gives
paintings to friends, and the
football picture presents a
dilemma, since both Upshaw
and Shell would like to have it.
Out on the field, Willie Brown
is an artist, too. The Raider
corner back has played in five
All-Star games in nine years
and last year recovered from a
shoulder separation in time to
play in the American Football
Conference Pro-Bowl game.
He ranks fifth in the Raiders'
all-time pass interception list
in the Raider's famed pass
defenses.
In past seasons, the Raiders
challenged passing attacks
with their bump-and-run, manto-man coverages. 'This year
the Raiders are using more zone defenses and combination
setups.
Arid it's just fine by Willie
Brown, the thinking man's
defensive back.
NFL Standings
By United Press International
American Conference
East
W. L. T. Pet.
411.800
Miami
4 2 0 .667
Baltimore
2 4 0 .33.3
New York
2 4 9 .333
New England
0 I- 0 .000
Buffalo
Central
W. L. T. Pet.
4 2 0 .667
Cleveland
3 3 0 .500
Pittsburgh
1 5 0 .167
Cincinnati
0 5 1 .000
Houston
West
W. L. T.Pet.
5 1 0 .833
Oakland
5 1 0 .833
Kansas City
2 3 1 ,400
Denver
2 4 0 .333
San Diego
National Conference
East
W. L. T. Pet
5 1 0 .833
Washington
4 2 0 .667
Dallas
2 4 0 .333
St. Louis
2 4 0 .333
N.Y. Giants
Philadelphia
1 5 0 .167
Central
W. L. T. Pct.
5 1 0 .833
Minnesota
4 2 0 .667
Detroit
4 2 0 .667
Chicago
2 4 0 .333
Green Bay
West
W. L. T. Pet.
4 1 1 .800
Los Angeles
4 2 0 .667
San Francisco
2 3 1 .400
Atlanta
2 3 1 .400
New Orleans
Monday's Result
Minnesota 10 Baltimore 3
(Only game scheduled)
Sunday's Games
Atlanta at Cleveland
Cincinnati at Houston
Dallas at Chicago
Denver at Philadelphia
Kansas City at Oakland
Miami at Los Angeles
Minnesota at N.Y. Giants
New England at San Fran
New Orleans at Washington
New York Jets at San Diego
Pittsburgh at Baltimore
St. Louis at Buffalo
(Only games scheduled)
Monday's Game
Detroit vs Green Bay at Mil
(Only game scheduled)

,

SACRAMENTO, Calif. —
Carl "Bobo" Olson doesn't look
much different now than photos
of him when he was boxing's
middleweight champion in
1953, the hero of fight fans for
his showy but effective style.
Bobo was a crowd 'leaser
then. Now — even with the
crowds gone — he still comes
across as a nice man to chat
away a pleasant afternoon
with.
He thinks back: "I went into
the ring to show how much better I was than the other guy and
I always gave a good account of
myself. When I did lose, I lost
good — it was a tough fight. I
lost to the best fighters in the
world."
His voice is low, with a trace
of his native Hawaii lingering.
He gestures in grand style, the
light picking up the golden let.
tars "BOBO" embossed on his
large ring.
"Boxing's been good to me,"
he says, nodding his head for
emphasis. "I boxed for 24
years, 128 professional fights
and I only lost 15."
He says this hesitantly, like a
man who doesn't want to
like he's bragging, but who's
glad the record does it for him.
"I started boxing when I was
16. I was a street fighter then.
Where 1 lived, you had to be.
"I needed to be 21 to box, so I
got a false identity card and a
couple of' tatoos to makestne
look older. It worked for a
while, until somebody suggested they ask for my draft
card.
"I had to wait until! was 18 to
box vain— my folks signed
the permission. Even at 16, I
knew I was going to be champ.
I remember sitting on the
stairs telling my sister that.
Everyone laughed, but I did it.
"Fighters fought then because they wanted to be champions. Now they make 10 times
what we made. Now they fight
for the money.
"I met Cassius Clay once.
He's a nice guy, too. You know,
he's got a point to his madness," Ba;.... says with a
sympathetic, almost envious,
smile.
"Like Clay told me — 'What
if everybody hates me? I cry
all the way to the bank.—
Bobo is patient as he interprets Clay's philosophy. "Like
Joe Louis, he was such a nice
guy, everybody figured he was
going to win. They didn't need
to buy tickets to see him do it.
With Clay, everybody is hoping
he'll lose or at least take some
bad punches, so they all crowd
to pay their money to laugh at
him.
"In my time, we went in the
ring to win. That was it. The
rules have changed since then,
though. Guys got killed in my
day. I,was a body puncher — a
lot of kids I fought never fought
again because of the beating I
gave them."
Bobo sits back and runs his
hand through thinning black
hair, taking a breather from
his job in the Cal Expo operations office, where he worked
during the State Fair here.
"You know, it feel good to be
champ. But you get used to it
Like everything else. Most boys
nowadays don't want to try it,
to go into boxing — they don't
want to work that hard. You got
to run every morning, train

every afternoon."
The 43-year-old Bobo still
runs 242 miles almost every
day around a golf course near
his home in Santa Rosa
''Everybody should keep in
shape. I go around to schools
and give talks a lot and tell kids
that — how important it is to
get lots of exercise, in any kind
of sport.
"There's a problem now —

the lack of training gyms for
kids. Keep them off the street,
let them let off steam, stay out
of trouble."
BIG PRODUCER
Venezuela is the largest oil
producer in South America.
"1 he king cobra is 12 feet or
more long.

COME SEE
OUR
JAVELIN SST
72
'

-

American Motors has marleJavelin an even
better sporty car from what they've learned by
winning Trans-Am road races. Features and
fresh little touches you've just got to see to '
appreciate. See and drive-our '72 Javelin
SST soon.

Every '72 American Motors car
we sell is covered by the exclusive
Buyer Protection Plan.

If anything goes wrong with one of our '72 cars
and it's our fault, we'll fix it free.

American
Motors
CAIN & TREAS

MOTOR SALES, INC.
806 Coldwater Rd. Murray, Ky.

EMBERTON TELETHON
TONIGHT —
Hear Tom Emberton answer questions of concern
to Calloway Countians TONIGHT on WPSD-TV,
Paducah - 9:30. Tune in - Dial collect and
ask him yourself - Get a face-to-face answer!
TONIGHT on CHANNEL 6 PADUCAH - 9:30
Paid Political Advertisement
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Dies At Paducah
Lady the inside dog, let out this

& Heard . . .
Seen
(Continued from

World News In Brief

• a •
helicopters and artillery were
ordered in to cope with the
guerrillas. American authorities
disclosed at the same time that
58 U.S. helicopters were
wrecked or badly damaged by
typhoon Hester when the storm
struck the Chu Lai military
base. At least 10 million dollars
damage was done.

S'toei Nadel

Funeral Is Today
For Mrs. Cherry

Rites Scheduled For
Former Cadiz Editor

By United Press International
NEW YORK UPI )—Stocks
morning, did not tarry too long. Nat R. Bynum, a native of PARIS—Thousands of Pariopened steady in moderate Funeral services for Mrs.
also a member of the United
Flora Cherry of 307 South 5th
the
by
She signalled she wanted back in Calloway County and a Paducah sians, encouraged
trading today.
CADIZ, Ky., Oct. 25—Grave- Daughters of the Confederacy
two
at
today
held
seven
being
are
with imperious scratches on the realtor, died Sunday at
French Communist Party,
Shortly after the opening, the Street
side services for M r s. Edith and was a Mayflower descendoor. The cool 58 degree tem- p.m. at the Western Baptist watched and cheered today as
Dow Jones industrial average p.m. at the chapel of the J. H. Bingham Lawrence, former own- dent.
perature apparently put zip into Hospital. He was 68 years of age. Soviet Communist Party Secreshowed a gain of 0.14 at 848.64. Churchill Funeral Home with er, publisher and editor of the
Mrs. Lawrence leaves a daughher "going on 19 year" old bones, Bynum had been a Paducah tary-General Leonid I. BrezAdvances topped declines, 118 Bro. Roy Beasley officiating.
Cadiz Record, will be held at 10 ter, Mrs. Charlotte Wilcoxen, Aland she broke all records when realtor since 1944. He was a tulev played the role of tourist.
to 94, among the 330 issues Serving as pallbearers are a.m. Fnday at East End Ceme- bany, N.Y.; one brother, Jebez
we opened the door. We had to.. member of the Paducah Board of The Russian leader, on the
the Rev. John Bnnson Bingham, Bloomington, I n d.;
crossing the tape.
Jerry Maddox, Tom Birchfield, tery with
step aside so she could dash into Realtors and had served as its second day of his visit to the
In the steel group, Bethlehem Tommy
seven grandchildren and 17
Fred officiating.
Birchfield,
the house with all the energy of a president and treasurer. He was French capital, drove through
and Republic gained 1,4 each to Garland, Wylie Gupton, and
Mrs. Lawrence died Saturday great-grandchildren.
GENEVA—Red
offiChinese
a member - of the Fountain
city in an open car, waving
Memorial services are schedu24% and 22i4, respectively.
PUP.
In a Santa Fe, New Mexico, nursMethodist nd smiling. There were no cials repeated today demands Armco added 1'8 to 1744, but William Elkins. Burial will be in
United
Avenue
the ing home. She had made her led in Santa Fe Wednesday. The
with
Cemetery
talks
on
summit
Asbury
world
arms
for
the
Fred Schultz headed out Church, Plain City Masonic ostile demonstrations, unlike
was unchanged at arrangements by the J. H. home in Santa Fe since 1962, and family rusts that contributions
control separate from the U.S. Steel
small anti-Soviet outbursts
toward the new high school early Lodge No. 449, Paducah Lions
was a former resident of Padu- be made in her memory to the
"2
28
smaller Geneva disarmament
Churchill Funeral Home.
Trigg County Library.
this morning. He's kept a close Club, and Paducah Toastmasters hich occurred on Monday.
rose
k4 to 79
Motors
(;eneral
cah.
conference. The officials, at the
watch on the progress and Club.
in its group. Ford gained 41 to Mrs. Cherry, wife of the late
Born in the Cerulean communin
consulate
Chinese
Geneva,
probably speeded up the work by The deceased was a past BELFAST, Northern Ireland
% to 2844, and Floyd Cherry, died Sunday at ity, Mrs. Lawrence was the
suggested that their govern- 68%, Chrysler
SLAVE DAY
5:10 a.m. at the Murray-Calloway daughter of the late George Bingsome weeks with his close president and treasurer of Riz- An army spokesman said
American Motors 4's to 742.
scant
feels
ment
immediate
Alpha
Sigma Alpha
The
pah Shrine Club, a charter ritish soldiers seeking to blow
BingCounty
McKinney
Hospital.
a
MonShe
coordination.
was
chemicals,
Mary
ham and
the disarmament Among the
member of the Exhange Club, p secondary roads along the interest in
member of the Seventh and ham. She was active in state sorority at Murray State will hold
added
Chemical
Dow
and
santo
negotiations in Geneva, in the
Fellow says you can't judge and a member of the Greater rontier traded gunfire with
68, Poplar Church of Christ and was Democratic politics and served a "Slave Day" this Saturday
wake of Peking's admission to 1,4 apiece to 4542 and
the daughter of the late Frank on the party's state central com- from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. Persons
everything by appearances.. the Paducah Chamber of Commerce. ipers today. No injuries were
Allied
Chemical
respeclively.
the United Nations.
interested in hiring a "slave" for
early bird may simply have been Survivors are his wife, Mrs. eported. Meantime, Belfast
rose 1-EY to 29, but Du Pont lost Garland and Nanzue Frizzell mittee in the 1920's.
Lucille Bynum; two sons, Sam lice found a man's body in
She was a member of Cadiz the day should call 753-8018
Garland.
up all night.
held
Carbide
Union
150%.
to
3
,
1
NATIONS—ObserUNITED
and Maurice Bynum of Paducah;
United Methodist Church, where between noon and 6 p.m. on
Roman Catholic east end of
vers at the U.N. are speculat- steady at 24,-2.
She is survived by two
one daughter, Mrs. Dorothy e capital today and said he
she taught a sunday School class Wednesday, Thursday or Friday,
Magnavox
electronics,
the
In
of
ing today that Huang Hua, a
daughters, Mrs. Ira Wadlcins
Slankard of Paducah; stepmed to be a victim of -foul
for a number of years. She was to make arrangements.
IBM
42.
49
to
2
4
surrendered
top Chinese Communist diploKirksey Route One and Mrs.
mother, Mrs. Viola Bynum of lay."
mat presently stationed in picked up S to 302%, Westing- Marie Wilson of Kansas City,
(Continued from Page 1) 'Paducah; brother, Joe Bynum of
may come to New house % at 8844. Collins Radio Mo.; one son, Van Cherry of San
Ottawa,
grandsix
married to the former RueJean Dallas, Texas;
SAIGON—A U.S. Army dump York to take over Peking's new was unchanged at 12, as was Diego, California; three sisters,
Wilson, who was also born and children.
truck convoy was ambushed by seat in the United Nations. In Texas Instruments at 102i.
Mrs. Nora Lewis of Humboldt,
are being held
raised in Paris. Her parents are Funeral services
the Viet Cong today on a road Communist China itself, there
Mrs. Jesse Byers and Mrs.
Tenn.,
Lindsey
at
the
today at two p.m.
—
Mr. and Mrs. G. C. Wilson.
miles northeast of Saigon. was no immediate reaction to
50
Camerieri, both of
with
answer
graduate Funeral 'Chapel, Paducah,
Emberton
Tom
One American soldier was the U.N. i'crecision to expel
Hear
brothers,
Ohlti;mfive
Cleveland,
Barnes officiating.
;o( Murray State University with a Rev. Gene
killed in the encounter and two Nationalist China and admit the
Will and Bert Garland of Kirksey
to Calloway Countians TONIGHT on WPSD-TV,
Maplelawn
the
in
be
will
Burial
emnose
is
and
nursing
in
B. S.
others were wounded. U.S. Peking regime.
Route One, Raymond of Union
there.
Cemetery
Paducah - 9:30. Tune in - Dial collect and ask
ployed at the Murray Calloway
City, Tenn., Gobel of Mayfield,
County Hospital.
Ind.;
Vernon,
him yourself - Get a face-to-face answer!
Mrs. Juanita Johnson of Almo and Paul of North
We, here at the Ledger and
great
fifteen
grandchildren;
six
passed away Saturday at 11:45
TONIGHT ON CHANNEL 6 PADUCAH - 9:30
Times, feel that with this
great great
Paid Political Advertisement
p.m at the Murray-Calloway grandchildren; five
promotion of Mr. McCutcheon,
(Continued from Page 1)
County Hospital. She was 59 grandchildren.
the subscribers and customers of
At old service station) between
years of age.
the daily paper will, be better
5th and 7th;
The deceased is survived by
served",said Williams in making Michael Farley of 102 South 9th
Sixth stop, 402 Cherry, between The student company from
Street, Murray, was injured in a Spruce and Pine; seventh stop, Murray State University will her husband, Bruce Johnson of
the announcement.
McCutcheon will assume his car and motorcycle accident on corner of Cherry and Ash; eighth conclude its tour of "The Worthy Almo; father, Arthur Perry of
,new position on November 1 of Monday at 12:45 p.m. at the in- stop, corner of Ash and 2nd; ninth Master Pierre Patelin," a one-act Murray; two sisters, Mrs. F. A.
tersection of Seventh and Main stop, 407 1st, between Ash and 15th century French farce, Codgell of Murray and Mrs.
this year.
working
Streets, according to the report Pine; tenth stop, 206 Pine St.; Wednesday night with a public Clarence Stubblefield of Alm°
On the news staff and
with Mx.McCutcheon is Mrs. J.B. filed by the officers of the Murray eleventh stop, trid St. com- performance at University Route One; six brothers, Fred
Perry of Murray, Paul Perry of
Burkeen, Ledger and Times Police Department.
School.
munity center I;
Society Editor. Mrs. Burkeen Farley, age 18, was treated for Twelfth stop, 2nd St.(Church of Sponsored by University St. Louis, Mo., Rev. Jewel Perry
concentrates on local news and abrasions at the emergency room Christ;thirteenth stop, 205 S. Theatre, the company has per- of Paducah, Ottie Perry and Doc
events, and has been a vital of the Murray-Calloway County 2rici, between Maple and Poplar; formed the show at ten high Perry of Detroit, Mich., and John
member of the news staff for a Hospital, according to hospital fourteenth stop, 416 S. 2nd, schools in seven counties in the Perry of New York; several
nieces and nephews.
officials
number of years.
Road
and last two weeks. Student-directed Funeral services will be held at
(Old
Concord
Her "beat- has been par- Vehicles involved were a 1965 Gulf
fif- and produced, the 40-minute the Freewill Baptist Church on
Bulk
plant);
ticularly the city hall and court Dodge driven by Hubert Dale
show is adapted from a medieval
3rd
stop,
(
S.
St.
teenth
beside
Walnut Street on Wednesday at
Drive,
house with all the many new Cothran of 1500 Parklane
play.
stories which come from these Murray, and a 1968 Honda playground, Mulberry and The final performance, in the 1:30 p.m. with Rev. C. T. Moss
nfficieing. Burial will be in the
Sycamore; sixteenth stop, 4th
Mrs. Burkeen also motorcycle driven by Farley.
sources.
University'School Auditorium 'at
supplies most of the feature Cothran, going north on 7th and Sycamore, just before 4th 8 p.m., is the only one open to the Pleasant Hill femetery at Almo
ith the arrangements by the
high school,
stories which appear from time Street, said he stopped at the stop St.; proceed to
public. Admission is 50 cents per
utledge Funeral Home of
unload,
and
begin
middle
school
a
for
waited
Street,
Main
at
many,
sign
well
the
as
as
time
to
person, but is included on the
urray.
many local stories which make station wagon to get by going east nm
University Theatre season
The wake will be held tonight
BUS NO. 3
up the bulk of the local coverage on Main, looked again but didn't
tickets.
Tuesday) from seven to nine
see any vehicles approaching,
William Perrott, driver
of the Ledger and Times.
m at the Freewill Baptist
between
report.
police
the
to
Part time sports writers are according
First stop, 115 Olive,
urch.
David Hill and Mike Brandon, thran pulled out into Main 12th and 10th; second stop, 805
eet and collided with the Olive, between 9th and 8th; third
both students at Murray State
(Continued from Page 1)
torcycle going west on Main stop, 607 Olive, between 7th and
Hill is also a
University.
Street, the police report said. 6th; fourth stop, 105 N. 6th, Nikita S. Khrushchev in 1960
photographer.
Cothran told police that evidently between Olive and Main; fifth pounded on his desk with a shoe
the motorcycle was behind the stop, 300 S. 6th, between Poplar to put across a point.
station wagon as he pulled out and Elm, sixth stop, 710 Elm, Delegates leaped to their feet The funeral for Thomas Hubert
and he failed to see Farley.
between 7th and 8th; seventh applauding and cheering. The Williams of Paris Road,
Continued from Page 1)
Damage to the Dodge was on stop, 812 Poplar, between 8th and Tanzanian ambassador, dressed Mayfield, will be held Wednesday
in a black tunic neatly buttoned at two p.m. at the Byrn Funeral
The Secretary reported that the the right side and to the Honda all 9th;
Eighth stop, 113 10th St., bet- to the throat, did a victory Home, Mayfield, with Rev. Ed
recent labor survey conducted by over.
the State Unemployment Office . The police investigated another ween Poplar and Main; ninth dance in front of the rostrum. Taylor and Rev. Gayle Barnes
U.N. Secretary General Thant officiating.
had been rather disappointing in collision at 249 p.m. Monday at stop, 1100 Main, between 10th and
that a little over 700 applications the intersection of South 13th and 12th; tenth stop, 110 S. 12th immediately sent a cablegram Interment will be in Mayfield
(Rowland Refrigeration); to Peking informing the Chi- Memory Gardens. Friends may
had been received as of last Poplar Streets.
week, from five counties. A Cars involved were a 1965 Dart eleventh stop, 1112 Elm ,between nese government it officially call at the funeral home.
Monday
much larger turnout had been four door driven by Patricia W. 12th and 13th; twelfth stop, 903 was a member of the world Williams, age 76, died
Mayfield
the
at
a.m.
9:30
Court,
at
College
9th;
815
no
of
and
was
immediate
10th
Anderson
There
between
Vine,
body.
expected of job applicants. He
also i poi ted that the unem- Murray, and a 1965 Chevrolet thirteenth stop, 422 S. 9th, bet- reaction from China, whose Hospital. He is survived by his
ployment figure for July was set four door sedan driven by Harris ween Vine and Sycamore; population is estimated at 730 wife, Mrs. 1..ela Williams of
at 9.4 percent of the covered Lee Howard of 406 1-2 South 16th fourteenth stop, 1104 Sycamore, million, but speculation in the Mayfield; two sons, J. T.
United Nations was that Huang Williams of California and
between 11th and 12th;
employees of Calloway County. Street, Murray.
This was a boost from the 5.9 Police said the Anderson car proceed to high school, unload, Hua, a topflight diplomat Hubert Williams, Jr., of Benton;
was goung south on 13th, and and begin Middle School run.
assigned to Ottawa by the three daughters, Mrs. W. H. Rose
percent in June.
BUS NO. 4
Peking government earlier this of Lexington, Mrs. Alvie Boyd of
A report was made pointing out failed to see the Howard car
year, might come from Canada Wingo, and Mrs. Wilson Fleming
R. B. Mitchell, driver
that the Chamber had been going east on Poplar Street until
inthe
of
of Mayfield; brother, Jack
middle
Cicarama,
1101
the
she
in
stop,
was
take over the China seat.
to
First
working with two industrial'
between 12th and Fairlane; In Washington, administration Williams of Warren, Mich.;
prospects for the month of teresection.
was on the second stop, Fairlane and officials had no immediate sister, Mrs. Barrett Shelby of
September, with no action taken Damage to the Dart
by either at this time. In ad- right side and front end, and to Glendale; third stop, 1001 comment on the U.N. vote. Wingo; seven grandchildren;
dition, the Chamber had been the Chevrolet on the right front. Gienoaie Road, between Fairlane Privately, however, American four great grandchildren.
and Circarama; fourth stop, officials have said that Nationaworking with several others over
Broad St. and Goodman; fifth list China's membership in the
a period of several months.
stop, Broad St. and Fairlane; United Nations, while imporPresident Haverstock had
sixth stop, 703 Broad St., between tant, was less vital to the
issued. a special call meeting of
Taiwan government than its Stewart Sean Thompson, infant
Fairlane and Ellis;
the entire Board and severa]
Seventh stop, 617 Broad St., security agreement with the son of Mr. and Mrs. Ray
other key businessmen for John Yates.
Assistant to the
between Ellis and Sycamore; United States signed in 1955.
Monday. November 1 at noon. Dean of Men, will
Thompson of 533 E. Washinton
Nardis of Dallas
discuss
eighth stop, 513 S. 6th, between This carries the U.S. pledge Street, Paris, Tenn., died
The meeting will be held at the "Recent Innovations in
the Men's
1300 Corinth
stop,
ninth
Vine;
subject
to
is
Taiwan
an
and
if
that
Sycamore
and
is
Inn,
Holiday
designed to Dormitories" at the United
Saturday morning at 10:45 at the
and
Dallas,
Texas
Vine
the
between
attack,
United
unprovoked
524 Broad,
kick off a new membership Campus Ministry
Murray-Calloway County
Luncheon
Sycamore; tenth stop, 802 Story, States will assist.
campaign. The President said Wednesday at 1230.
Hospital.
STYLE 4 9344
between 8th Ext. and 9th;
that a much larger base of
Graveside services were
just
Yates
his
obtained
St.,
bachelors
9th
S.
membership was needed if the
eleventh stop,
conducted Sunday at 2:30 p.m. at
A very important two piece dress you'll
Chamber was to represent all and masters degree from Murray before Sycamore; proceed to
•
the Beaver Dam Cemetery,
business of the county H. E State University and has worked high school, unload, and begin
(Continued from Page 11
Paris, Tenn., with Rev. Carroll
Solid military design with comlove.
Chrisman, Chairman of the extensively in the area of men's middle school run.
said he had been advised that the Owen officiating.
residence
assistant
an
affairs
as
Membership Committee was
constitutional prohibition could Survivors are his parents, Ray
to the Dean.
unable to attend the meeting
plimentary braid and polished brass
THREE CITED
be lifted by next June under and Wiladean Dunlap Thompson,
plans
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Further
made to The luncheons are held each Three persons were cited by emergency measures.
two brothers, Stephen Earl
pursue the improvement of the Wednesday at 12:30 at the United ie Murray Police Department On the issue of appointing Thompson and Stanley Ray
buttons...by Nardis.
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ord of Republican Gov. linne undergo open heart surgery at
noon.
about
op
Monday
Hospital
change
their
to
Council
the
I UPI) — Michael Blade, 15, B. Nunn, charging that there are the Baptist Memorial Hospital,
regulations to allow more non- Claxton was injured when he fell picked the wrong ship when he
bout 200 persons holding state Memphis, Tenn, on Wednesday.
the
in
garage
a
from
stepladder
resident students to attend the
He
away
stow
to
Jobs less than there The Murray policeman sufdecided
government
university to fully utilize space of his house in the subdivision on sneaked aboard a trawler bu were when the Nunn
ad- fered a heart attack on July 18 of
at
Monday
Road
Concord
New
already in existence.
this year. He has been with the
11130 a.ni. He was taken by a instead of ending up in Iceland ministration took over in 1967
found
he.
expected,
he
then
police force since 1961. He is
as
city
Enlberton
charged/that
to
the
Max Churchill ambulance
FREE KITTENS
re are now more blacks the -son of Mr and Mrs. Earnest
hospital where he was later himself 100 yards away in
Part Persian kittens, ten weeks advised to see his personal another part of the shipyard 'ding higher positions in state Phillips of Murray Route Six and
old, are free to persons for pets. physician after being examined. where the vessel had been moved overnment than ever before, in is married to the former
For informatiop call 753-4769
for repairs
Kentucky history
Lunelle Colson.

licCutcheon . . .

Michael Farley
Injured Monday
In Accident

High School . .

Inal Performance
Of Student Company
At University School
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When
verses, y
sentence
BIBLE I

EMBERTON TELETHON
TONIGHT

Mrs. J0111'61/6
Passes Away

China . . .
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A DETEI
TO EACI

Er
Name
Addre
Mail To
Bible C
Box 32

'So we fa,
God for ,r
Treated ot
ound bet,
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Darn
Sale!
753-:

. H. Williams'
Rites Wednesday

MRS
Rte 7
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SOI
RES

Fresh Ci
Steaki, C
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Also

Souths,.

JOY(
Bro.

Murr

$60'

Infant Son Dies
At Local Hospital

Dean John Yates
Luncheon Speaker

806 Cr

Candidates..

Sgt. Phillips To
Undergo Surgery

kirban

Qtitiniiuc

Murray Hwy.

Uphc

0

131
)
Pit

Mayfield, Ky.

KE
Rte

•••
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HOLY BIBLES GIVEN AWAY

or

.• United
federacy
descen-

a daugh•
oxen, AlJebez
, 1nd;
and 17

Anyone Can Enter.

Here is a challenge for you to test your knowledge of the Bible, and to
make you more familiar with its text. You are invited to use your Bible
for reference and research before sending in your entry each week.

On this page 36 different verses from the Holy Bible will be
printed every week for 26 weeks. Underneath each verse will
be given a clue showing the book of the Bible from which it is
taken, together with a line showing within a range of 3
CHAPTERS how to locate the exact CHAPTER and Verse
number.
You must correctly identify the exact location of ONLY
THREE 3) r rses on this page to participate in the award of
36 Bibles that mill be given away each week. You may enter
THIS WEEK, ANY week or EVERY week during the 26
weeks program, until your name is printed as a winner. Each
week's page is separate and apart, and not related to a
previous or forthcoming week.
When submitting on this page the THREE (3) identified
verses, you must enclose a statement of 25 words or less, in a
sentence beghming with these six words:- READING THE
BIBLE HELPS ME BECAUSE

scheduday. The
ributions
ry to the

in Alpha
e will hold
Saturday
Persons
slave" for
I . 753-8018
p.m. on
Dr Friday,

•

STEAK HOUSE
in person at the business whose
ads ertisement carries your name

1

14"011

ly

Entries for this week's awards must be
postmarked not later than FRIDAY midnight,
following the date on this particular contest.
Mail to: Bible Committee, Ledger & Times, P.O.
Box 32 Murray, Ky. 42071.

Holy Bible

1161,

The name of each winner will be printed WA*,
one of the advertisements appearing on this
page, next week. The winners may receive their
Bibles by bringing the page on which their name
appears to the firm under which the name appears. The Judges' decisions are final.

,

THE THOUGHT YOU CONVEY IN THIS SENTENCE IS
A DETERMING FACTOR IN MAKING THE AWARDS
TO EACH PARTICIPANT.

10

KUT 'N KURL

your Bibles by appearing

f•-ro•••*6-71,11Kvir

I ask

*x.

ENTER NOW!

Highway 6418.
Central Shopping Center
Mon—Sirloin Steak
Tues—Ribeye Steak
Wed—Fried Chicken
Thurs—Club Steak
Fri—Sat—Sun
T-Bone Steak
MRS

FOOKS WHITE
Rte 1, Murray, Ky

"He that lOveth pleasure snail
be a poor mena; he that loveth
Wine and oil shall not be rich."
wiretigrerbS 20

Between 1 Peter -3 and 5

"He that watketh uprightly
walketh surely "
Found 'etWeen Proverbs a and
12

•

•

" I will wait tor the God of rriy
my GOO will hear
salvation
me"
Found between Micah 5 and 7

Lhrist ha th redeemed us from
the curse Of the law ."
Found between Philippians
e /.1 2

But my God shall Supply all
your need decorchne lo his
riches in glory by Christ
Jesus "
Found between C 01053 ia os 2
and I,

511 South 12th St.

Darnall Marine
Sales & Service

P1901ft 75377151

Coldwater Road&
Five Points
753-2900
19 years service experience

641 Super Shell
South 12th Street
Phone 753-9131

Hignway 94
753-3734 or 753-5693

100 South 13th Street
"Every Day You Delay Lets
Bugs Have Their Way".

shall
"'He that OverCometh
inherit all things. and I will be
Ty
his God, and he shall be
son "
19
Found between Revelation
arid .2

STOKES TRACTOR

MICHAEL GALLJMORE
Rte 3, Puryear, Tenn

LOLA HALE
705 Riley Court
Murray, Kentucky

"Be ye doers ol the word, and
'lot hearers only, deceiving
your- win selves"
Found between James 1 and 2

•50r

K-N ROOT BEER

& Implement Co.
MURRAY BRANCH

Drive-In

Industrial Avenue
Phone 753-1319

Federal Savings & Loan

DOLLIE LINN
703 Riley Court
Murray, Kentucky

TONI MURDOCK
Route 1 Box 167
Murray, Kentucky

800 Chestnut St
Murray, Ky.
Call 753-8850

4th 8. Sycamore
Murray, Ky

304 E. Main St
MRS

MRS ANN COOPER
Rte 7, Mayfield, Ky

Kelley's
Termite
and
Pest
Control

Incorporated

TUCKER TV
Sales & Service

8,

"The Lord is thy keeper. the
Lord is thy shade upon thy
right hand"
E066•144•Men Psalms /21 and
123

hine Food For
Fine Folks "

HASIOCR AFTER
Metal—Woodcraft, Metal
Wood furniture.
Repairs—Refinishing
Cabinets

•H•

CARROLL VW

"'NMI

LYONS

Murray, Kentucky

12th Street

S

IDA' LACEY

"Yet it any man suffer as a
Christian, let hirn be not asha

MRS NELLIE WILLIAMS
Route 2 Box 51

GROCERY

Route 1 Coldwater Rd
Murray, Kentucky

•

"Styling With Flair"
Dot Dunn, Owner
Southside Shopping Center
Phone 753-1682

JOHNSON'S

Contestants may win only 1 Bible with each
published contest. Each page is considered a
separate contest.

Mail To:
Bible Committee Ledger & Times
Box 32 Murray, Ky. 42071

BEAUTY SHOP

•

Entries must specify the name of the firm
sponsoring each .of the three verses submitted.

Name Address-

'So we fasted and besought our
God for this and he was in
tree led of us'.
Found between Ezra. 7 and 9

" _Declare his works with
refoicing "
Found bnIvieen Psalms 105 and
108

Winners: You may receive

)N

It=

"He lhat is of God heareth
God's words "
Found between John 7 and 11

TIM
Rte 1,

MRS
KEITH ROGERS
Rte 1, Farmington, Ky

WEAVER
Hardin, Ky.

SANDRA IRWIN
Rte 4, Murray, Ky

FRANK SPICELAND
Route 5 Box 324
Murray, Kentucky

•

"Folly is set in great dignity,
and the rirh sit in low Place "
Found between Ecclesiastes 9
and t•

"And hereby we do know that
we know him, if we keep his
commandments "
c nme between 1 John 1 and 3

"And he Mat seeth me seeth
,that sent me"
tor
Found between John II and 14

T Piece is no speech nor
language, where their yo re is
not beard "
Found between Psalms 18 and

'And all the people came earl'.
,0 he- morning IC hr in the
iernpie. :or to e•a• it
,10•Iff t,,tweom L vke 2, and 23

19
.......

BANK OF MURRAY

SOUTH SIDE
RESTAURANT

Singer Sewing Machines

Fresh Catfish, Char-Broil
Steaks, Country Ham.
Seating 100 Guests
Also Small Parties

I

I

JOYCE HOUSTON
Broad Extended
Murray, Kentucky

MRS

Rte

RUTH BEACH
1, Almo Ky

-- Man's like to vanity his days
are AS a shadown that passeth
away "
Found between Psalms 143 and
145
•••

VFood ,iartt
Center

FarminotOn

OLIS ROACH
Rte 1, Kirksey, Ky

Ky

"But he that is greatest among
you shall be your.servant "
Found between Matthew 21 and
24

YOUR
SAFE-T DISCOUNT
PHARMACY

Funeral Home

3?iuie,at
CowdA

BIBLE

713 S 4th St
Murray, Ky.
Phone 753-6800

nom 753 4175
ttuRRAy
641 SOurn ---------

- But many that are first shall
be last, and the last shall be
first "
Found between Matthew 18 and
21

MITZI NEWSOME
Route 1 Box 206A
Earminqt0n, Ky

"And the greatness of the
kingdom under the whole
heaven, shall be given to the
people of the most high "
Found between Daniel 6 and 9

DAILY

TRILLEY

CUNNINGHAM

1402 Sycamore
Murray, Ky

IVA BURTON
Rte 2, Hazel, Ky

mention
will
the
"I
lovingkindnesses Of the Lord,
"
Lord
the
of
praises
and
Found between Isaiah Wand 83

"The Lord our God a covenant
with us in Horeb '
Found between Deuteronomy 3
and 6

•

And the Lord answered me,
and Said write the ytSiOn, and
make it plain upon tables "
Found between Habakkuk 1
and 3

1•1

4004 entat YOU Si( 1181
.

American
Motors

unvn

\USK 'If''1105311

Master Tire Service

CAIN & TREAS
CORVETTE LANES

906 Coldwater Rd
753 6448

ri

kcitser

ti

OBERA 0 COLSON
Alm°, Ky

18 Lanes
Mike Stranak, Mgr.
8 00 11 00 Daily
12 30 11 00 Sunday

SARAH SANDERSON
Route 1 Box 224A
Farmington, Ky

Coldwater Road
lin.nn Oil Dealer

WIGGINS
FURN. CO.
Hot Point Appliances, Floor
covering, Furniture
2 mi on 641 N
Phone 753-4S66
Open 8 00 5 30
6 Days a Week

FGoodrichi
LAVELIA BRANDON
405 Cherry Street
Murray, Ky

OWEN FOOD
MARKET, Inc.

DONELSON
MRS ODELL
Rte 6, Murray,,Ky

753-4682
1407 Main
8 00 p m
Open 7 00 a m
7 days a week
"A good place to trade"
Award may be received
by appearing at
Main office
IVAN OUTLAND
509 S 13th ST
Murray, Kentucky

MRS

CARROLL TIRE
SERVICE
UNIROYAL

TIRES
Horne of
TIGER PAW
mod

UNIROYAL

THE RAIN TIRE

MURRAY HOME
& AUTO STORE

rim

Chestnut St

— 753-2571

Your zenith
Dealer
for 16 years

1105 Pogue
Phone 753-1489
MRS L L Roby
Ky
Rte 1, New Concord,

MRS JERRY MOFF ITT
308' 2 So 15th St
Murray. Ky

SARAH K ELKINS
Route 7 Box 163
Murray, Kentucky

•

theeinriss and not'den'e
be your strength
enimlbi•senen Isaiah 78 and 32

PECK'S
Upholstery Shop
520 S 4th St
753 7494
' complete Fabric
Selection"

KERRY STONE
Rte I, Kirksey. Ky.

Ky.
•

KY

Roy English R. Ph.
Byron Forbes R. Ph.

U S 641 North
Phone-502-753-3280

Murray's One Stop
Sewing Center
Bel Air Shopping Center

Rte 1

I I= NO= I
•

BLALOCK-COLE MAN

Bel-Air Shopping

PEGGY LEE ROGERS

READ

27

Open 24 Hours
7 days a week
You may receive your
Award at Main Office

Southside Shopping Center

"To every _thing there IS a—
every
scoson ano e
purpose under the heayen
Found taitween Ecclesiastes 1
and 'I

•11..

B

MURRAY SEWING
CENTER

a
I nere came unto him
woman having an alabaster
ointrneni
precious
box of very
and poured it on his head
Found between Ma imew 25 and

I thank thee, and praise thee.
0 thou God of my fathers, who
lost given me wisdom and
might "
tietween Daniel I and 2

NEAL STARKS
MOBILE HOMES
On the spot 7 year financing
Hwy 641 N S miles
Open 7 00 a m Daily
Sunday 1-6

GENE DARNELL
Rte 4, Murray, Ky

Be not wise in thine Own eyes
tear the Lord, and depart from
evil
r•ino between Proverbs 1 and

- Also 'ha' nay MeV uttered
arid
s•crffices
great
restrict%
Found between Neeernee ii

And they marvelled at. his
ansWev and nett. 'heir peace."
, Lukh 70 and 'I
!wee'

Better is a.mai thou shouldest
not sow, than that thou
shot/Iciest vow and not pay
Ftrund between Er cleStaStes

Ku 'tie char sees and lawyers

reelected the counsel of nod "
Ftruncl Ut tweet/ Luke 6 and 9

"1 re Lord ^at
, broken the
Vet Of 'he ,•' sked and the
sceplre
tbe ruter,,
V obnel between ISA A,
' 13 ,
4 1 15

and 13

HUGHES
PAINT

MURRAY SPORT
& MARINE

STORE

Evinrude—Glastron -

401 Maple St
Phone 753 1642

Tidecraft
PolarK raft —Startratt— Boat
Campers

Lassiter-McKinney
Datsun, Inc.
604 S 12th St
Phone (502' 753 7114

,Alms
Colons;'

DATSUN

Complete Service Shop
Murray
718 South 4th
sedans Wagons Pock ups
Sport cars

NATALIE HUMPHREYS
Rte 1, Puryear, Tenn

MRS BEN NIX
Rte 2. Murray, Ky

Horne nt Colony Paints

VICHI LOWERY
1500 Parklane Dr
Murray. Kentucky

Guy Spann
Real Estate
4gency

Bucy-Parker
Lumber Co.

901 Sycadore
. Phone 753-7724

Concord Road
753 5712
HAZEL ADAMS
Rte 1, Murray, KY

JESSIE BAILEY
Rte 3, Murray, Ky.

MRS

HENDRICK'S
MARKET
Grade A Meats
Fresh Produce
Friendly Service
Hwy 171 South

REBECCA DUBLIN
203 S 12th St
Murray, Kentucky
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* Ledger & Times TV SchedUle for Tuesday Evening *
_

,

CH. 3
WSIL
5:30 News
6:00 Cactus
6:25 Weather
6:30 Mod Sod
7:30 Movie9:00 Marcus WelbY
10:00 Weather
10:30 Cavett
12 - 00 News

CH. 1
WSIL
6:30 LaLanne
9:00 The Hour
10:00 USDA
10:30 That Girl
11:00 Bewitched
11:30 Password
12:00 My Child.
12:30 Make-Deal
1:00 Newlyweds
1:10 Dating
2:00 Gen.HOSP.
2:30 One Life
3:00 Love Am.
3:30 Matinee
5:00 Space Ang.
630 Spts. Chal
700 Bewitched
730 Ed.
Father
COO Smith
Fam.
8:30 Shirley
9:00 Man-City
1000 Weather
10:30 Cavett
1200 Newt

it-

CH 4
WSM
5425 Wea -Spts.
5:30 News
6:00 News
6:30 Ironside
7:30 Serge
8:00 Fun, Side
9:30 Chan,
1000 News
10:30 Tonight
-

CH. 5
WLAC
6:30 Campbell
730 Hawaii
5-0
6:30 Cannon
9:30 WLAC-TV
10:00 News
10:30 Movie

CH. 6
WPSD
630 ',onside
7:30 Serge
8:30 Funny Side
9:30 Dragnet
10:00 News
10:30 Tonight

_

-

CH 8
WSiX

CH. 12
KFVS
6:30 Campbell
6-30 Mod Sq.
7 30 Movie
7:30 Hawaii
5.0
9:00 Welby, M.D. 8:30 Cannon
10 00 Takes Thief 9.30 Al Onofrio
11 00 News
10:00 News
11 30 Ca vett
1030 Mery Griffin
12.00 Late
News

_

—

-

_

NORTH REBELS
Northernmost action in the
avil War took place in 1864,
when Confederate soldiers
robbed banks in St. Albans, Vt.,
and fled to Canada.

—

•

1 Possessed
2 Number

By PATRICIA E. DAVIS months ago. a former Internal
Revenue Service agent and a
\FR YORK (UPI)- Several Moroccan businessman opened
a tilush Moroccan restaurant in
Answer to Yesterdays Puzzle
midtown Manhattan.
1M000 OMMOO
--They were surprised to
3 Wet down
SOM000 000003 notice their patrons running
4 Nosegay
Dra
Poem
5
OM! M0000 MOM their hands up and down the
6 Coniunction
13300 00000 MO walls of the restaurant- which
7 Walk on
00M3M 000MODO were covered with elegant cut.
8 Household
111000 00110
velvet.
Pet
MO00000 ROOM
The patrons' repeated rr9 Coniunction
00
OBOUM
OSOM
10 Keyed up *nth
quega for information ..on
ODU
0=0
MOO
interest
000M
MOO 00 where to buy similar velvet
11 Mine vein
16 Irritate
MGOOMO 0300010 vi TIM-the partners to enter a
18 Paid notice
KM about which- they knew
000M0 0012100
21 Chastised
nothing-dress designing and
22 Fruit drink
23 Pierce
production. 0
24 Comfort
33 Wager
45 Parent(collat.)
Five months ago, the former
34 At present
25 Prohibit
46 Departed
IRS agent. Arthur Kettler, and
37 Mournful
26 Possessive
48 Males
pronoun
39 Crafter
49 Drink slowly
his partner, Hassan Barrada,
41 Famed
28 Stroke
50 Exist
formed Creation Mondiale lad.
42 Resinous
29 Posed for
51 Young boy
metre rt
substance
53 Note of scale
and hired a young Moroccan
4? Apportion
30 Interpection
55 Artificial
economist-also with no fashion
44 Among
31 Retain
language
experience--to run it.
1
2 3 3;;;;54
5 6 '7 -,?:111
9
10 11'
"We are a young company
••
and we are still unsure what
'12
direction to take,"said Taoufik
j.•.:419
te:•".,
:i7 Ir.'
15
16
Ben Romdhane, the firm's 30-;•.A
.....:
year-old bachelor president.
r•
:.::
:
:
1
:
:
-::::„,.21
:::
.,:720
lil
•7
5
,_
.
'
....,
"We have a diverse line and
53 24
'' 25
46
thing is made in Morocco
Ir'
Of Moroccan fabric. We have
27
s
..,:":../
,'Sze
io 31
learned that there is a demand
....%
for ready-to-wear that has
4
.15
Moroccan identity. We combine
36
1"
,
"/ 38
37
•
3$
,c.
:
,
....,......;
the Moroccan fabrics-many
,-..-.71"
.Z:•:;.1:4.2
- !....
2:4'
iaith prints based on carpet
i'-','
patterns and dating back many
43 44
i'/
tt
/..ais
i-;•1;5
'
hundreds of years- and the
''•-':'
'''./..
43t
47
...,:....
:•48
'
1
'
49
modern American look."
SO .31
'•'-'1
The fashions are designed
32
.
r.-7'•••/54 fi -2‘
51
ll
by Ben Rorndhane and the pat• '...
.•16,6
31
terns cut in New York City.
:::::•58
'.....•::
'
159
.,
...........
py
But tile manufacturing is done
Distr. by United Feature Syndicate. Inc.
26
in Casablanca, where the coin-

u.@2030

More than .19,000 tree farmers in the South are practicing scientific management
for multiple use of their land.
That means that more than
45 million acres of Southern
woodlands enrolled in the Tree
Farm program not only grow
wood but provide wildlife
habitat, soil and watershed
proteCtion and opportunities
for outdoor recreation.

(Editor's Note: This is another duties were maintaining 52
telephones and operating an
In a series of articles on telephone
Forrest upright magneto switchboard 24
',lancers. Today:
hours a day. From 1926 to 1928 he
Riddle
was manager of several different
offices in The Owensboro district.

,
•

In the fall of 1928 he became
Connecting
Company
Representative. His duties were
to call on the small rural exin the OwensboroPaducah area. He helped the

changes

"Fanner Exchanges" (private
owned lines) and "Connecting
Company Exchanges" (other
companies than Bell).
He
repaired their switchboards and
did any other work necessary for
service. His responsibility was

promote better relationshi
between these companies
Forrest Riddle
The Bell Company.
Forrest Riddle, former In the spring of 1929 Mr. Riddle
Southern
Bell
Telephone accepted the position of Group
Manager in Murray, started his Manager of the Fulton, Kentucky
telephone career with The Group. This group included
Cumberland Tel. & Tel. Co. in offices in Fulton, Calloway,
Owensboro, Kentucky December Graves, and Hickman Counties.
1.92s He was manager at He managed this aoup for 21
Sorgho, Kentucky. He said his years. In those days the Manager
salary was $29.00 a month and his made up the directories, including the selling of the advertisements, preparing the
manuscripts, checking for errors
and mailing to the printers in
Chicago, returns to Morocco Atlanta, Georgia,
once a month to supervise manMr. Riddle came to Murray in
ufacturing operations aniLyisii -4956-as Commercial
Manager. In
our museums to get design ideas 1961 he
was made commercial
from our art works and from
the designs-in • rrerr- magnifieent _Supervisor with offices in
Mayfield and Paducah.
He
carpets."
• On a recent visit he dis- refired December 31, 1962.
Since retirement Mr. and Mrs.
covered what has to date been
the only snag in his operation.. Riddle Make their home in
"I fur seamstresses are illiter- Mayfield, Kentucky. His hobbies
ate. I found they had the habit are working with his flowers and
of sewing the labels on upside- traveling. They' spend the windown :because they couldn't ters in Ft. Lauderdale, Florida or
read them."
Los Anjoles, California. In 1967
Mr. di Mrs. Riddle with their son,
Hal visited Hawaii.
Mr. and Mrs. Riddle have two
sons, Forrest Allen teaches high
Five hundred stations have school in Ohio. Hal is an actor in
They have one
been 'asked by the Federal Hollywood.
Aviation Administration not to grandson Forrest III, who
show "The Doomsday Flight," graduates from medical school
a film it believes has prompted next June.
In 1937 Mr. Riddle became
telephone threats to airlines.
The film depicts a hoax plot elegible to be a Telephone
to extort money from an Pioneer. Since then he has been
airline --Rod Serling, the an active member. He works
.author, now says he is sorry he with the J. U. Kevil Center and
ever used the theme.
many other projects.

Delaware prefers
tourism to industry
The governor of Delaware
has signed into law a bill barring heavy industry for the
state's Delaware Bay and
Atlantic Ocean coastlines to
prevent pollution and protect
them for recreation and tourism.
Immediate effect of the new
law was to block construction
by Shell Oil Co. of a $100 million
refinery on 5,600 acres it owns
near Smyrna.

top
val
ue.
..
in a fine-furniture styled
giant-screen 21"console!

IIITN
l'97\/\2
s h'andcrafted
CIHI MAC
COLOR TV's
FINEST.._
PiCTUREI

WO FOR ON

OW PRICE SALE
4000
4

INTERIOR:

Perfect
Painter
Latex
Nils! Wall Paint

Paiute"

Fast drying, flat
finish wall paint.
Easy soap and
water clean-op.

181111Paaa

Reg$2
99 gal.

Now
2'°'

500

TRIM & DECK
Reg. '6.49 gal.
NOW 2 for

$997

Qt. - Reg. '2.39

'397

FAA asks stations
not to show film

CHOCOLATE GOODIES
Now the chocolate-minded
Japanese have come up with a
new delicacy — chocolateflavored honey. It can be
purchased in a few specialty
food shops in the United States.
17* IS NO

ONE-TH1r9

The INNESS
04517M
Early American
styled console
VHF/UHF Spoltite
Dials. 5- x 3" Twin.
'ConeSpeaker

At a _Low,
Low Price
FULL ZENITH
HANDCRAFTED
QUALITY

NEW ZENITH_ CUSTOMIZED TUNING!
• Chromacolor Picture Tube
• Super Video.Range

OH,
SLUGG-0,
I FOUND
AN OLD
HOLLOW
TREE
IN MY

If We Sell It ... We'll Service It!
Over 19 Years of Service Experience
Remember, we still have a Full Yeurs Service
Warranty on all new color sets sold.

We Have Only 1972 Models

TUCKER TV SALES
and SERVICE
Authorized Zenith Dealer

With Factory Supervised Service
Dodson Ave.
Phone 753-2900
IT 15 NOW ONE - FORTI,e-FIVE

ON TUESDAYS SECRETARIES ARE
ALWAYS LATE GETTING
BACK FROM LUNCH..

ILL BET
MINE IS
HOLLOWER
THAN
YOURS

4( YOU CA
*
TWO-2 ton
bed,one box
7850.

TRAILER,

J0141.4 ,DEAC2.-• vs11-4;
T 1-4
VC
‘
)
E r3EPP4AP
?
YOU'D IZEALLY
ESE MOIZE
\
sfOMFOrZTABLE••

c'9

60NE HOU,: . 17.'5 J057 •••
NOT- T+4E- :Amt_

TP

new. Lot ava
Phone 753-4566
753-7637 after 5:
2

CHAIN SAW,
Direct Drive
oiler. Used on
Good conditio
Call 489-2405.
SPECIAL SHI
rugs. Sculp
Nubby design.
colors- 9-1
Reductions

up
Jeers Roebuck
Ky.Phone 753-

YAMAHA 1970
sell cheap.Pho

Alu

PI
23-1/
.00
These plate
for siding o
barns, for p
bottom of
to keep out
and snow,
other uses
"build i
mice

25
Ledger
103 N
Mur

OIL HEATIN
Phone 489-2944.
TWO
WHEE
trailer; gas c
North lath Str
Phone 753-7409.

BIRD DOGS,
trained,

2

Phone ,
Pury
Sette
ear
8274 after 6:00 p.

for 900

BILBREY'S
Phone 753-5617

CH Abner

I

)
VJHUT A DA
AH SMAS4-4ED
TH'JAWP ,- •
-

A GOOD BUY.
Blue Lustre
- WOPE OUT ENEFO" THEY
GOT TtIAP, CARS HOME.
FUM THE SHOWROOM

1

furnished or

FULL B1,00
Shepherd puppi
$20.00 each. A
saddle,$50.00. P
8399.

,f499
m
fraf-

210 Main Street

:SP

ONE RUBBER
one trailer two
trailer two w
489-2651.

The Colonials

Buy at Contractors' Prices!

YO

MUST SELL'
home,160,tw
nice, carpeted,
extra large liv
over payments
or inquire at
Market, acro
Murray,Ky.

Easy soap and
water clean up

Now

-7
‘GETS

ONE SMALL S
sweeper,$25.00
size bed, spr
mattress,$25
2911.

YA RD

Durable beauty and
protection for wood
and masonry Dries
bug free in 30 mins

4t4t4tAt4', CA
:Thom

Call at

EXTERIOR:

Mary Carter
Latex
House Paint
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Tuning System
• New Glare-Ban Picture Face • Automatic Fine-Tuning Control
• Titan 80 Handcrafted Chassis • Automatic Tint Guard
Control

ancy

Paints
and
Decorative
Products

for

by Odell Vance

pany employes more than 150
persons.
The use of lower priced manpower results in prices far below the American norm. For a
line featurisig-heavily gilt and
silver embroidered caftans and
richly elegant cut velvet opera
suits, the highest suggested retail price is 449.95.
-We are-not trying to abuse
our labor or to put American
manufacturers out of busine4"7'
Ben Romdhane said. "Our purpose is, we believe Moiocco has
a potential.
"Morocco is just now beginning to develop industrially and
we feel that our look, potential
and art have not been exposed.
We want to eipose them in a
simple manner, not to compete.
Our satisfacfion is to walk into
our factory and say 'look, here
is another order.' because so
many of our people are waiting
for work.
"Other designers make caftans," he said, "but for us it is
not really a commercial venture
-for us it is pride. We are
proud to see people wearing our
CABLES FOR Ku WAIT
creations. And we feel that this
Spanish-made cables will be
is the most direct thing we can used for Kuwait's telephone
do for our people to get them facilities. Fourteen companies
full time work. And to make from various countries sought
garments Morocco can be proud
which was
the contract
Of.
..•
awarded to Standard Electrica,
:Ren Romdhane said the
part of the ITT group.
fledgling firm already has received orders from 300 store, PFANUTS
across the United States.
Ben Romdhane, who studied
IT l5-\
at Heidelberg University in GerNOlil TEN
many and the University of
MUTES
AFTER ONE1:0

[scatter

2

Telephone Pioneers

Tree farmers practice
scientific management

1 Touchable walls led to a new business

Crossword Puzzle
ACROSS

CH. 29
WOXR
S.30 Munsters
.L57 News
6.00 Movie
7.17 News
7:30 Theater 29
9:40 News
9:53 Harvey
10:00 Creat. Feat.
10:30 Movie
12:00 Sports

CH. 12
CH. 5
CH. 6
CH. 29
CH. 8
KFVS
VVPSD
WLAC
WSI X
WDXR
5:45 Journal
5:45 Sun. Sem.
6:30 McCoys
700 Today
12:00 Gourmet
6:00 News
6:13 Break. Show
700 Bozo
900 Dinah
12:30 People
6:30 N'Ville
7:00 News
AM 9:30 Concent
8:30 Romper
12:37 News
7:S5 Kitc.
Korn. 10:00 Sale Cen. 9:00 Lucy
8:00 Kangaroo
1246 Harvey
6:00 Ksngaroo
9:00 Lucy
930 Hillbillies
10:30 Squares
Sewing
12:50
9:00 Tett-Truth
10:00 May. GIFO Hillbillies
11:00 Jeopardy
1:00 Movie
9:30 T or C
00 Fam. Affair 3:00
1030 That Girl
Mov.
Game
10:00 Fam. Affair 1 1: 3
T:30 Love-Life
11:00 Bewitched
55
0 WNOWwSW
3:30 McHale
10:30 Love of Life 17:00 News
11:00 Where Heart
11:30 Flipper
4:00 BOZO
1200 My Children 11:25 News
11 :00 Heart Is
12:15 Pastor
5:00 Call-West
11:30 Search
11:30 Search
12:30 Make-Deal
12:30 Romp.
12:00 Singing Con. 12:55 Calendar
Pic. 530 Munsters
12:00 Farm
1:00 Newlyweds
S57
:
News
12:05 News
1:30 Dating
12'00
1:00 Lives
6:00 Movie
12:25 News
Hosp. 12:20 Weather
2:00 Gen.
1.:30 Doctors
7:27
News
1230 World Turns '9,00 World
12:30 World Turns
2:30 One Life
1:00 Love Is
Many-7:30 Theater 29
1:00 Love
3,00 Password
oerPromise
1:30 Guiding Light 1:00
Guiding Light 9:40 News
Am.
1:10
Love
3:30
set
:" S
9:53 Harvey
2:00 Secret Storm 3,30 popeye
2:00 Sec. Storm
4:00 Jeannie
10:00 Creat. Feat.
2:30 Secret Storm 4:00 Gilligan
Acres 2:30 Edge-Night
4:30 Green
10:30 Movie
2:30 Edge of Night 4:30 Dan Boone 5:00 News
3:00 Lassie
12:00 Sports
3:00 Gomer
Pyle 6:30 Nash Music 6:30 AMake-Deal
4:00 Virginian
3:30 Gilligan
Rollin'
6:30
7:00 Bewitched
7:00 Adam 12
4:00 Movie
Father 7:00 Burnett
7:30 .Ed's
7: 30 Myst.
9:00 Gallery
6:30 Mann Sing
Fam. 8:00 C. Burnett
8,00 Smith
7:00 Burnett
WId. 8:00 Med. Center
8:30 Shirley
/0:00 News
8:00 med. Cen.
9:00 Mannix
9:00 Man-City
10:30 Tonight
9:00 Mannix
10:00 Takes Thief 10:00 News
10:00 News
10:30 Mery Griffin
11:00 News
10:30 Movie,. ..
12:00 News
11:30 Cavett
..
4

/

1 Brick.carrying
device
4 Station
8 Fuel
12 Collection of
facts
13 Aroma
14 Constellation
15 Death
17 Dine
19 Hypothetical
forCe
20 Lift wrth
lever
21 Evil
- 22 Mature
23 Hunt for
25 Article of
furniture
26 Cyprinoid
fish
27 Sunburn
28 Equality
29 Cut of meat
32 Coniunctron
33 Fruit (pi.)
35 Pronoun
36 Perplex
38 Small 000
39 Tiny
40 Near
141 Recent
• 42 Flaccid
43 Insane
45 Seed
container
46 Female
(cotloo
47 Printer's
measure
48' Small rug
49 Informal
party
52 Weary
54 Ireland
56 Period of time
57 Paradise
58 Inside
information
(slang)
59 Communist
DOWN

,

* Ledger & Times TV Schedule for Wednesday *
_
_

CH. 4
WSM
6,00 Mor. Show
7:00 Today
900 Dinah
9:30 Concen.
10:00 Sale-Cen.
10:10 Squares
11:00 Jeopardy
11:30 WWW
12:00 Noon
1:00 Our Lives
1:10 Doctors
2:00 An. World
2:30 Promise
3:00 Somerset
3:30 Virginian
5,00 May berry
5:75 wea,.5ats.
5:30 News
6:00 News
630 Dragnilll
7:00 adam,17
7:30 Movie
9:00 N. Gallery
10:00 News
10:30 Tonight
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carpet sham
Home of "The
Well".

WEDNES
CONC
KETTLE
Reg. to '2
Faihion
When Yon
Fabrics fro

FABNorth Side

R 30, 1971

ers

elaware
bill barfor the
ay and
lines to
protect
nd tour-

the new
;truction
million
it owns
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16SHOP THE WANT ADS WAY

753C1al191

•
0000000 •
FOR SALE

0000000O 04,04141OO000 0411O00000•0 000000000 0000000000 *00000000
FOR SALE

FOR RENT
****************** TWO BEDROOM duplex apartment, $130.00 per month. Phone
41( 753-7850.
TFC
1302 Chestnut

NOTICE

99
:SPAGHETTI

can
ole
pollte
3- Tvor,
ker

)w,

-ice
TED

(System

trol

Ft

ence

!rvice

i3-2900

ARIES ARE
TING
N..

AUCTION SALE

NOTICE

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

753-1916
1
41
Call :
•

000
NOTICE

WHY LIVE in a commercial area In accordance with Kentuckt
AUCTION SALE, Saturday, and be bothered by loud truck Statutes, Sections 25.195 anll
October 30, 10:00 am.at the Otto noise when you can move to one 25.200: Notice is hereby givegi
Chester home on Highway 94, at of the nicest residential areas in that a report of final
settlement cif
*,NICE TWO bedroom furnished
1
4(
,THIS COUPON AND
the west edge of Lynn Grove, Murray? Fox Meadows and accounts was on
October 25, 197A
IC Good Only .3( apartment, carpeted. Near
Kentucky.
Existing
cirCoach Estates Mobile .Home filed by A. M. Thomas, Executer
7
` GETS YOU ALL THE
cumstances have made it Parks are quiet, modern, at' of the estate
University. Phone 753-7550. 028C
of Mollie R. Rogers,
necessary for Mrs. Miller convenient to city, grade and Dec'd
and that the same has been
Marshall
of
Hazel
to
vacate
her
THREE BEDROOM brick
high schools, $25. per month approved by the Calloway County
Oct 27,
:
home immediately, so I have Includes most utilities and grass
* YOU CAN EAT.
Court and ordered filed to lie over
* house; garage attached, two
moved a large selection of usable mowing,some residents use their
blocks west of University. Phone
for exceptions. Any persons
*
* BEST BUY IN TOWN! *
furniture,
glass,
china,
and
an* B. C. Grogan for appointment,
rent savings to pay their country desiring to file any exception
tique items to my home in Lynn club dues. South 16th near
753-5925.
026C
thereto will do so on or before
Because October 31st is on Sunday, the Penalty
Grove and will sell them at public Canterbury,753-3255 or 753November 72, 1971 or be forever
auction.
TWO-2 ton dump trucks. One flat ONE OF
le
UNFURNISHED TWO bedroom
Date will be extended one day. A 10% PENALTY
030C barred. Witness my hand this f
7964.
the finer things of
There
will
be
such
items
as;
day of October, 1971.
bed,one b°x bed. Phone 7S3Blue I Jistre carpet cleaner. Rent Wise' near University, $80.00
bedroom suite, numerous odd 3 BEDROOM BRICK on one acre
WILL BE ADDED TO ALL UNPAID BILLS ON
7650.
per month. Phone 436-2291. 026P
By Marvin Harris
TFC electric shampooer $1.00, Big
chairs, lots of end and center lot. Central heat and air. Carpet
County Court Clerk
K.
NOVEMBER
TUESDAY,
2,
1971
030C
tables,
television,
radio
and
throughout Bath and /
1
2, outside
TRAILER, 12'x58', Deluxe,
ONE THREE bedroom brick,
Calloway Co., Ky.
record player, kitchen cabinet, storage building. 4 years old
furnished or unfurnished.
subdivision,
By Judith Ainley, D.C. 1TP
taxes
are
payable
at
the
office
Murray
LikeRELAX
of
City
range furnished'in
odd
chest
of
drawers,
electric
priced
reasonable.
11
/
2
miles
new. Lot available for renting. RELAX AND unwind with safe, $140.00
pi)
erickmo
wnith
th. One
stove, nice lamps, picture North Kirksey. For information
753-4566 from 8:00-5:30 or effective GoTense tablets. Only bedroom
of the _City Clerk, City Hall Building.
den. Stove,
In accordance with Kentuc
$.98
at
Holland
Drug.
S
tore.
027P
refrig
furnished, $135.00
frames, large mirross, lots of call 489-2402.
027P
753-7637 after 5:30 non.
TFC
Statutes.,-F5t-'-;,Xis,25,146 a
ircooking
utensils,
lawn
furniture
per month.
One newly
25.200: Notice is hereby giv
CHAIN SAW, Sears lightweight BELTONE FACTORY fresh decorated two
and many other usable items. NEED A HOME with 3 bedrooms
bedroom house
that
a report of final settlement
hearings
aid
and
2
baths
for
under
$15,000.00?
-batteries
for
Drive
Direct
D-49 Automatic
There will be-a large collection
with—den aid dining room.
505 So. 6th Street may be just accounts was on October 25, 1921
oiler. Used only a few hours. make hearing aids. Wallis
of
ordinary
dishes
and
trinkets,
Range refrigerator, air conby Ruby
Lenning,
'
027C
Good condition. Price $100.00. Drugs. ,
plus tables filled with fihe what you are looking for. Im- fi'ed
ditioner, water and sewer fur.
Executrix of the estate of Toy L.
mediate
Possession.
Call 489-2405.
026C
SHAPE or overweight? WE ARE ready now to deliver or glassware such as; pink, green,
Lenning, Dec'd and that the same
REDUCE SAFE and fast with nished. $125.00 per month. See OUT OF
For the easy way to lose inches or take your order for six vein and clear depression glass. There So-o-o-o liveable and so lovely in has been approved by the
Hoyt
or
Ray
Roberts
at
Roberts
Bagwell
Manor
Subdivision.
3
SPECIAL SHIPMENT room size GoBese 'Tablets and E-Vap
is
some
good.pressed glass; 0
stoker or four by seven lump coal
Jiealty, 506 Main Street. Phone pounds fast, call
bedrooms and living room car- Calloway County Court and orrugs. Sculptured, shags, and "water pills". Holland Drug
ow SHAPEMAKERS, 753-2962. or. 6 by 3 egg. Phone 753-1813, large collection of real old Ruby
753-1651.
Store.
peted, 2 baths, large den and dered filed to lie over for ex027P Nubby design. Good selection of
Red
glass
including
one
swirl
4,.. Weight loss guaranteed. N11NC Fulton Ice di Coal Service, 408
convenient
kitchen. Priced at ceptions. Any person desiring to
colors- 9-12-and 15 foot widths.
pitcher
and
matching
set
of
6
FURNISHED APARTMENTS;
TFC
South 4th Street.
file any exception thereto will do
SPOTS
before
$24,750.00.
your
eyes—on
your
Reductions up to 50 percent.
glasses. This is strictly old and a
Living room, kitchen, bathroom ELECTROLUX SALES & Ser
Get out of town-but not too far so on or before November 22, 1971
Sears Roebuck and Co. Murray, new carpet—remove them with with shower and bath. 1 or 2 vice,„Box 213, Murray, Ky., C.M.
collectors item.
or be forever barred. Witness my
Ky.Phone 753-2310. N3c Blue Lustre. Rent electric bedrooms, zimmennan Apart_ Sanders, phone 382-2468, Far- NEW X-11 Reducing Plan, 42 There is. red glass crystal out, only 2 miles from city on
shampooer $1, Begley's Drug ments, South 16th Street. Phone mington, Kentucky.
•4IFC tablets $3.00. Money back drinking glasses with double gold almost 2 acres. Modern and hand this 25 day of October, 1971.
By Marvin Harris
YAMAHA 1970 MODEL 650. Will Store.
guarantee. Safe-T Discount band, set of cups and many other convenient in every way-3
030C 753-6609.
027e FREE ESTEMATE on septic tank Pharmacy.
sell cheap.Phone 753-3594. 026C
027C red items. There will be one very bedrooms, 2 baths, central heat
County Court Clerk
installation. Phone 753-7850. TEC,
'PERFECT FOR cabin; wild 12'
ohl and extremely nice piano- and air.
x 60 ' MOBILE HOME-,
Calloway Co., Ky.
Hickory double bed with box
wall clock. There will be Aladdin 10 acres on Johnnie Robertson
coLnpletely furnished with
By Judith Ainley, D.C. 11'P
springs and mattress. Also 12„rasher...dryer, Tv, new carpet,
and kerosene lamps, jars, jugs, Road perfect to subdivide or
build
your
own
estate.
$21,500
for
gauge Ithaca shotgun; baby
churns,iron skillets, dutch ovens,
In accordance with Kentucky
walker and automatic baby air conditioned, central heat.
kettles, milk cans, old corn this choice tract of land with 700
Statutes, Sections 25.195 and
6'x12'
storage
house.
Located
on
swing. Phone 753-8915.
sheller, and many many other feet ol frontage and city water.
028C
,.
shady lot on Hwy. 180, 3 miles
Within walking distance to new 25.200: Notice is hereby given
items.
Tom Emberton answer questions of concern
23-1/16X35"
high school. 3 bedrooms and that a report of final settlement of
TWO BASSET Hounds, male 4 east of Murray. Phone 753-5038
Also
fancy
little
sewing
rocker,
to Calloway Counbans TONIGHT on WPSD-TV,
accounts was on October 25, 1971
TFC
years old, female 2 years old. after 5:00 p.m.
and antique eight leg gate leg study, 2 baths, den with exposed
.009 Thick
filed by Anne W. Hoke, AdTune
in
•
Dial
collect
and
Paducah
9:30.
beams,
modern
kitchen,
living
Phone 753-8072.
center table.
028C
ministratrix of the estate of TWO BEDROOM , house on
These plates are perfect
ask him yourself - Get a face-to-face answer!
There will be too many other room and dining area, slate entry
Sycamore
Street.
Phone
753-5244
hall, extra large utility room and Marvin 0. Wrather Dec'd and
type.
living
room
Reins
to
STOVE,
mention
separately.
This
COAL
for siding or roofing
TONIGHT on CHANNEL 6 Paducah - 9:30
that the same has been approved
027P
Good condition, only $10.00. after 5:00p.m.
will be an all day sale. For in- double garage.
Paid Political Advertisement
by the Calloway County Court
barns, for placing around Phone 753-3655.
ITC
formation call Otto Chester's Just old enough-to be a bargain.
SPACIOUS ONE bedroom fur5 bedrooms, 2 fireplaces, full and ordered filed to lie over for
Auction
Service,
435-4042,
-Lynn
bottom of mobile homes
nished
apartment.
jewly
located on exceptions. Any person desiring
CREOSOTED POLES for pole remodeled. phone 753_1403 or 753_ THE LYNNVILLE Shoe Store in PLEASE TAKE notice that the Grove. Not responsible in case of basement on 2 acres
641 So. Plus large outside to file any exception thereto will
to keep out the wind
028C
accidents.
barn construction, utility poles
do so on or before November 22,
027C Lynnville; Kentucky now has partnership of Gene Steely and
building suitable for shop.
and snow, and for many arid boat docks. Murray Lumber
boots, boots and more boots. We Schuyer Datson d-b-a Cashway
1971 or be forever barred. WitInvest
in
the
future
with
income
Co., Maple Street, Murray TWO BEDROOM furnished have ladies suede Granny boots Building Material has voluntarily
ness
my hand this 25 day of
other uses such as
property
on
4th
Street.
Three
Kentucky.
ITC mobile home, half way between and also little girls Granny boots. dissolved as of Oct. 15, 1971, and AUCTION SALE, Saturday,
October, 1971.
apartments for $31,800.
the
late
October
30,
1:00
p.m.
at
"building out"
Stella and Kirksey. See or call These boots come in all colors. subsequent to said date. CashBy Marvin Harris
MAYTAG WASHER; Warm Charles B.Starks,753-6636. 028C We have gold and silver holiday Way Building Materials shall be Miss Kathleen Patterson's Urge commercial tract located
County
Court Clerk
mice or rats.
approximately
4
miles
from
Morning stove,50 pound size; one
toots. All these at low discount a propriertorship by Schuyer ( teacher) home, 206 South 15th Murray on U. S. 641 No. 4-lane
Calloway Co., Ky.
Murray,
Kentucky.
Street,
ton coal. Phone 435-4855 after 5:30 TWO BEDROOM duplex, central prices. We're open Monday- Datson.
N10C
By Judith Ainley, D.C. 1TP
p.m.
Will sell all household goods; highway frontage, railroad
ITC heat and air, fully carpeted, Friday, 8:30-6:00, Saturday 8:30frontage,
city
water
and
city
gas.
electric stove, refrigerator, bed
Call at
outlets for washer and dryer. 5:00. We will be open on Sunday
In accordance with Kentucky
and living room suites, three Can be purchased at farm acre
Available December 15. Phone beginning October 24 from 1:00FOR BIRTHDAYSSERVICES OFFERED
Statutes, Sections 25.195 and
prices.
cabinet
piece
dinette
set,
Singer
753-9741.
N1C 5:00,from now until ChristANNIVERSARY
25.200: Notice is hereby given
type sewing machine, ( prac103 N. 4th St.
SEPTIC TANK cleaning, back
mas.
029C
Donald R. Tucker Realtor. that a report of final settlement of
tically
new),
Vacuum
cleaner,
GIFTS
WEDDING
hoe work. Phone Rex Camp, 753- TWO BEDROOM apartment,
accounts was on October 25, 1971
Murray, Ky.
marble top table, old books and Member of Multiple Listing.
5933.
N24C furnished, for four girls. Water
filed by Rovine P. Boggess,
Phone
753-4342.
TRY
shelves, old sugar bucket, china
-furnished. Available December
clock, night stand, trunk, plated Associates; Edna Knight, home eAdministratrix of the estate of
"The Wishing Well"
ONE SMALL Singer power floor WILL DO COMBINING. Call 753- 22. Phone 753-9741.
N1C
Jennie Parks, Dec'd and that the
silverware,
large mirror, chairs, phone 753-4910, Pat Mobley, home
753-7287. Roger and
sweeper,$25.00; also metal twin 9500 or
same
has been approved by the
phone
753-8958.
028C
tables, rugs, and bushel of small
028C THREE ROOMS and bath,
size bed, springs, and new Ronald Crouse.
Calloway County Court and ordecorative
items,
and
many'
mattress,$25.00. Phone 753;furnished apartment downtown.
dered filed to lie over for exLOST & FOUND
REGISIERED BLACK male desirable and useful things.
2911.
026NC FOR ALL your home additions, All utilities paid. Central gas
Teptions. Any person desiring to
for
available
is
Poodle
Toy
Executor;
Andrus
Stanford
alterations, remodeling, etc. heat, plenty parking. Very
LOST: WHITE and brown
breeding. If interested, phone Douglas Shoemaker in charge of Pointer with bobbed tail. Lost file any exception thereto will do
MUST SELL!! 1971 Mobile Free Estimates. Phone 753reasonable rent. Phone 753-5617
so on or before November 22,
026NC
753-3862 after 5 p.m.
sale. Another rain or shine
TFC or 753-1257 after 5:00 p.m. 028C
west of Murray. Phone 753home,12x60, two bedroom, extra 6123.
1971 or be forever barred. Witsale.
028C
028C
8654.
nice, carpeted, central air and
ness my hand this 25 day of Ocextra large living room. Take WILL KEEP children in my LARGE FIVE room, furnished
HELP WANTED
HELP WANTED
tober, 1971.
TWO BLACK cows have horns,
over payments. Phone 474-2236 home; will do baby sitting day or apartment, two blocks from
By Marvin Harris
near
AUCTION
SALE,
Saturday,
2
weeks;
missing
for
been
029C University on South 14th Street.
or inquire at Gordon's Fruit night. Phone 753-4548.
County
Court Clerk
October 30, 10:00 a.m. rain or Marvin's Grocery. If seen call
Phone 753-8250.
N1C
Market, across from Big K.,
Calloway Co., Ky.
6:00
shine,
21
/
2
miles
West
of
436-2388
after
Murray,
436-2337
or
Murray, Ky.
026C
By Judith Ainley, D.C. 1TP
BACKHOE OR dozer services.
N1C
Kentucky on Wiswell Road. Turn p.m.
SMALL TRAILER, $40.00 per
Expert work. Reasonable.
west off Highway 641 at Holiday
028C
ONE RUBBER tire wagon and Phone 753-9807.
In accordance with Kentucky
NOTICE
029C month. Phone 489-2595.
Inn, keep main highway to Mrs.
one trailer two wheel 7'x12'; one
Statutes, Sections 25.195 and
Clifton
Harrel's
farm.
In accordance with Kentucky 25.200: Notice is hereby given
trailer two wheel 5'x10'. Phone
FIVE ROOM house, unfurnished
Will sell 1964 Ford pick-up Statutes, Sections 25.195 and
026C
489-2651.
that a report of final settlements
Garden space. Located near
(34,751 actual miles), Ferguson 25.200: Notice is hereby given
4" Plastic Wells ,
of accounts was on October 25,
Palestine Methodist Church
tractor
and
equipment,
perfect
that a report of final settlement of
FULL BLOODED German
AYLOR WELL
$35.00 per month, to family.
condition; Good 1967 In- accounts was on October 25, 1971 1971 filed by Robert N. Black,
Shepherd puppies, 7 weeks old.
DRILLING
Phone 474-2345.
028C
ternational self propelled com- filed by Harvey Ellis, Ad- Administrator of the estate of
$20.00 each. Also used Western
Phone Puryear, Tenn.
bine, (belongs to a neighbor); ministrator of the estate of Ellie Herman Lester Black, Dec'd and
saddle,$511.00. Phone 492247-5556
at
FURNISHED ROOM, within
the
horse drawn and small tools; Cunningham, Dec'd and that the that the same has been approved
026C
8399.
walking distance of campus.
rotary tiller; several pieces of same has been _approved by the by the Calloway County Court
Complete Well
_Private entrance,Phone 753—fturniture; electric fans and any Calloway County Court and or- and ordlered filed to lie over for
Service OIL HEATING stove, $25.00.
1387.
028C
amount of small useful items, dered filed to lie over for ex- exception. Any person desiring to
026C
Phone 489-2344.
file -any exception thereto will do
bottles, cans and things she does ceptions. Any Orion desiring to
so on or before November 22, 1971
TWO
BEDROOM
trailer,
10'
x
not
care
to
move
to
her
home
in
TWO WHEEL heavy duty
file any exception thereto will do or be forever barred. Witness my
town.
trailer; gas charcoal grill. 112 I WILL do baby-sitting in your 55', electric heat. Three miles
so on or before November 22, 1971 hand this 25 day of October, 1971.
from
Murray.
Phone
753N1C
Douglas Shoemaker in charge or be forever barred. Witness my
North 13th Street, Apartment 1. home.Phone 753-4759.
By Marvin Harris
7856.
NIC
of sale. Phone 753-3375.
028C hand this 25 day of October, 1971.
Phone 753-7409.
027P
County Court Clerk
EXPERIENCED SECRETARY
By Marvin Harris
Calloway Co., Ky.
BIRD DOGS, trained and un- and bookkeeper will do work in TWO BEDROOM house near
County Court Clerk
.4FAI. ESTATE FOR SALP
By Judith Ainley, D.C. 1TP
Cole's
Camp
Ground
753-6489.
028C
Church.
Phone
her
home.
trained. Setters and Pointers.
Calloway Co., Ky.
Phone
753-5972
or
753-3404.
028C
NOW
UNDER
construction,
3
Phone Puryear, Tennessee, 498By Judith Ainley, D.C. 1TP
103 No. 4th Street
bedroom brick veneer. Central
8274 after 6;00 p.m.
027P CARROLL'S PLUMBING &
heat and air. 2 baths. Built in In accordance with Kentucky In accogdance with Kentucky
Maintenance, Coldwater. Phone
AUTOS FOR SALE
Statutes, Sections 25.195 and
NEED COMPETENT man to be
appliances, garbage disposal.
give it a try. 489-2295.
A GOOD BUY
Statutes, Sections 25.195 and
N3OP
companion to elderly man. Will
Nice utility room. Carpet 25.200: Notice is hereby given 25.200: Notice is hereby given
Blue Lustre America's favorite
196/ CATALINA Pontiac, 4 dr. live in home and receive salary.
.throughout, one car garage. Good that a report of final settlement of that a report of final settlement of
carpet shampoo. Western Auto,
YOUNG MAN needs part or full- pardtop, power steering and Call 753-9174, or 753-5076, or 753location. Buy now and select your accounts was on October 25, 1971 accounts was on October 25, 1971
Home of "The Wishing
filed by Lillian Farmer & Lucille
time work will do anything from brakes: factory air, vinyl roof, 8507,or see Mrs. Milburn Outland
own color. 753-7850 or 753Well".
027C
filed by Eula Robertson, Adhome to office. Call anytime 753- low mileage. Priced to sell. 753- in Canterbury Estates.
027C
1585.
027C ministratruc of the estate of Rosa Austin, Co-Executrix of the
estate of C. C. Farmer, Dec'd and
4198.
028NC 4516.
027C
Outland Self, Dec'd and that the
WANTED: EXPERIENCED
SMALL FARM: good location; same has been approved by the that the same has been approved
WEDNESDAY ONLY
EXPERIENCED
BABY- 1966 COMET CYCLONE, 390-4 dozer and backhoe operator.
business or future investment. Calloway County Court and or- by the Calloway County Court
N 1C
SITTER, will sit day or night.
CONCORD
753-98111.
Phone
mile East Murray, ap- dered filed to lie over for ex- and ordered filed to lie over for
One
speed,extra nice. Phone 753Phone 753-7503.
028C 6349.
proximately 10 acres pasture.' ceptions. Any person desiring to exceptions. Any person desiring
KETTLECLOTH
028C
NEVER SETTLE FOR SECOND
Hog wire fencing, stables, water. file any exception thereto will do to file any exception thereto will
Reg. to '2.50 '1.25 yd.
BEST.
with
Become
associated
Cozy older 7 room house, modern. so on or before November 72, do so on or before November 72,
1964 FORD TWO door XL 500,
WANT TO BUY
1971 or be forever barred. WitFailikin Costs Less
For appointment call 436new motor, transmission needs AVON as an AVON Represen1971 or be forever barred. Wit ness my hand this 25 day of OcWhen You Sew With fine
tative.
AVON,
largest
the
world's
TFC
2173.
ness my hand this 25 day of Oc- tober, 1971.
loss ano, minor repairs. Phone 492.WANT TO BUY;
Fabrics from
and most respected cosmetic
ovic company.
tober, 1971.
standing timber. Also have for 8170.
By Marvin Harris
Call
now
lifter
7
P.M.
FAB-N-TRIM
By Marvin Harris
NICE 3 BEDROOM brick,
sale lumber and sawdust.
County Court Clerk
collect
365-9424,
or
write
Mrs.
County Court Clerk
North Side Court Square
$17,000, 514 Whitnel Ave., Call
Murray Saw Mill and Lumber Co. NICE 1963 Ford pickup truck, Janet Kunick, Manager, Rt. 2,
Calloway Co., Ky.
Calloway Co., Ky.
753-5841.
Phone 753-4147.
TFC custom cab.PhoT 7534696. OUP BOx 138-A, Princeton,Ky. 030C
026P
By Judith Ainley-, D.C. 1TP
By Judith Ainley,-D.C, 1TP
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This Is A Reminder That

City of Murray Taxes
Are Due

1

Aluminum
Plates

EMBERTON TELETHON
TONIGHT —
Hear

25 each

Ledger & Times

HAUNTED
HOUSE

Oct. 28, 29, 30

0
400/,

(

NEWSPAPER 1
ROUTES

Ledger & Times

Responsible Route Carriers
Needed Immediately!
Apply In Person at
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LOCAL REPUBLICANS
ARE PROUD OF THE RECORD
A Banner Era for Murray and Calloway County
Since registration of voters in Calloway is traditionally Democratic
by a substantial margin, the thoughtless person might presume to
forget the abiding civic interest and dedication of local Republicans
and their influence in helping out on community projects.
Furthermore, local Republicans are proud of the
progressive Democrats who helped make this 4 year era possible,
and without whose help it could not have been. We Thank You!

Republicans Are Citizens, Too!
They pay taxes.
They write letters.
They make telephone calls.
They attend meetings at their own expense.
They give of their time for the community.
They support local civic and business organizations.
They dream for a better town,..and county.

Since This Is True:
Naturally, local Republicans and party leadership join all
progressive citizens in rejoicing over some things that have
happened to Calloway County and Murray during the Era of
a Republican Administration.

To List A Few:
1. Roy Stewart Stadium, nearing completion, is assured of Artificial
turf, the first in Kentucky.
2. In a county which, prior to 1970 had only 26% of its roads
blacktopped, there is now completed 75 miles of hard surface,
This is over and above regular routine programs. Get in your
car—take a drive and lee for yourself, or ask your rural friends.
3. Kentucky Highway 121 has been resurfaced to the Tennessee line.
4. Vocational School for Murray and Calloway is under construction
with $225,000.00 from the state and $195,000.00 from the
Federal Government.
5. Surveys for widening of Main Street are on schedule and target.
/
2 Million dollar Housing project for Murray (low rent) with
6. 21
192 units, is near completion.
7. New modern 1.3 million dollar high school building is
complete and ready for use.
8. Multimillion dollar industrial plant with new railroad siding
spur is now in operation, by Vanderbilt Corporation
9. Widening and resurfacing of Doran Road, running by new
high school, has been commited by Tom Emberton for
completion in 1972.

10. A new modern Library with $48,500 in funds direct from State
is now open.
11. A successful Hearing on U.S. Highway 641 North again set in motion
for work on a -four-lane road, and 'a recent progress Report assures
that a new road corridor has been approved by the Federal Bureau
of Public Roads.
12. A modern Mental Health and Exceptional Children's Day school
is in operation in comfortable quarters on Main Street.
w

IN SHARING DUE PRIDE WITH ALL CITIZENS OF
THE TOWN AND COUNTY
and in recognizing all local leadership, the local
Republicans take deep satisfaction in having been
active, personally and officially, in the advancement
of most of these community achievements.
In addition, it is worthy of note to any thoughtful
and fair-minded person that progress for Murray
and Calloway County has been realized during a
period when a Republican administration was in
effect both in the State and on the National level.
In looking back at the past 4 years we turn our
faces toward another even greater period of progress
under the leadership of Tom Emberton as Gove,rnor,
and we local Republicans dedicate and pledge our
work and efforts for these goals:
(1) Relief for Murray State'University on the out-of-state
tuition confusion.
(2) To push for an early and positive date for completion
of Highway 641 North.
(3) To support all efforts to improve and relieve the
situation in our County Elementary and Secondary
schools, and to back up the City School Board in
its program of improvement of the entire system.
(4) To seek and use even more funds for building and
improving Calloway Co. rural roads.
(5) To make definite demands on State government at
Frankfort to render assistance in locating industry
in Calloway County.

Yes, Local Republicans Are Proud Of The Record!
We earnestly believe, without reservation, that a vote for
Tom Emberton for Governor will help assure Calloway County
of another 4 years of progress.
YOUR VOTE FOR THE EMBERTON-HOST TEAM IS A VOTE FOR
The NEEDS OF YOUR OWN COMMUNITY
(Paid Advertisement by CallowAy County Republican Committee - E. W. Riley, Treasurer)
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